FULLY ESCORTED TOURS OF ITALY
We feature a wide variety of tours starting with four days to explore the best of Italy including Sicily with a
perfect balance of quality and price. Our tours offer guaranteed departure dates with overnight stay in selected
hotels, professional local guides, fully escorted tour, entrance fees and typical meals. Tours are guaranteed in
English, Spanish and Portuguese languages.

USEFUL INFORMATION BEFORE BOOKING CIVADO TOURS
The Tour includes:

• Transportation by deluxe motorcoach
• Monolingual tour-escort in English
• Accommodation in 4 stars or 3 stars hotels
• Meals as per itinerary
• Entrance to the archaeological site in Pompeii with “skip the line”
(when included in the itinerary)
• Entrance ticket to Vatican Museums & St. Peter’s Basilica with “skip the line”
(when included in the itinerary)
• Visits with local expert guide as per itinerary
(Rome, Florence, Venice, Sorrento, Capri, Palermo, Agrigento, Siracusa)
• Entrance to the archaeological sites in Sicily on our Sicilia Bella, La magia del Sud and Grand Tour d’Italia.
• Entrance to the St. Mark’s Basilica in Venice with “skip the line” (when included in the itinerary)
• Visit of the Blue Grotto in Capri (when included in the itinerary)

Tour does not include:

• Porterage service
• Drinks
• Entrance fees to monuments or museums when not mentioned
• City tax for overnight stays (according to each city council rules)
• Everything that is not mentioned in the paragraph “the tour includes”

DUE TO TECHNICAL AND / OR LOGISTIC ISSUES,
ITINERARIES COULD BE AMENDED
We inform all Clients that rates do not include city tax when applicable. City tax will have to be paid directly from
clients at the Hotel upon arrival or at the check out. We remind you that the city tax may change according to
the hotel category. Please kindly inform Travellers before the departure.
Important Notice: in case of loss or damage of the headsets we will have to charge 55 €/device

ALL PRICE AND RATES ARE PER PERSON OVERNIGHTS IN LISTED HOTELS OR SIMILAR
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TOURS INDEX
O SOLE MIO Tour 2 days / 1 night Rome - Rome
Rome, Naples, Pompeii, Sorrento, Blue Grotto, Capri, Rome

4

LE CINQUE TERRE Tour 3 days / 2 nights La Spezia - LaSpezia
La Spezia, Cinque Terre, La Spezia

5

SAN GIOVANNI ROTONDO Tour 3 days / 2 nights Rome - Rome
Rome, Foggia, San Giovanni Rotondo, Rome

6

TESORI D’ITALIA Tour 4 days / 3 nights Rome - Venice
Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice.

7

ITALIA CLASSICA Tour 5 days / 4 nights Rome - Rome
Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice, Montepulciano, Rome.

9

ITALIA CLASSICA XL Tour 8 days / 7 nights Rome - Rome
Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice, Montepulciano, Rome.

11

MAGICA TOSCANA Tour 3 days / 2 nights Rome - Florence
Rome, Montepulciano, Pienza, Montalcino, Castellina In Chianti, Siena,
Greve in Chianti, San Gimignano, Florence.

14

TOSCANA: RELAX E VINO Tour 4 days / 3 nights Rome - Rome
Rome, Montepulciano, Pienza, Montalcino, Castellina In Chianti, Siena,
Greve in Chianti, San Gimignano, Florence, Volterra, Pisa, Rome.

16

ITALIA : COAST TO COAST Tour 10 days / 9 nights Rome - Rome
Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice, Montepulciano, Rome,
Naples, Pompeii, Sorrento, Capri, Rome.

18

ITALIA : COAST TO COAST XL Tour 11 days / 10 nights Rome - Rome
Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice, Montepulciano, Rome,
Naples, Pompeii, Sorrento, Capri, Rome.

21

ITALIA : COAST TO COAST XXL Tour 12 days / 11 nights Rome - Rome
Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice, Montepulciano, Rome,
Naples, Pompeii, Sorrento, Capri, Rome.

24

MERAVIGLIOSA ITALIA Tour 6 days / 5 nights - Rome - Milan
Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice, Verona, Sirmione, Como, Milan.

27

ITALIA ROMANTICA Tour 4 days / 3 nights Rome - Milan
Rome, Venice, Verona, Sirmione, Como, Milan.

29

ITALIA DEL NORD Tour 8 days / 7 nights Rome - Milan
Assisi, Siena, Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice, Milan, Orta, Stresa, Como, Bellagio,
Varenna, Bergamo, Brescia, Sirmione, Riva Del Garda, Verona, Milan.

30

ITALIA DEI LAGHI Tour 4 days / 3 nights Milan - Milan
Milan, Orta, Stresa, Como, Bellagio, Varenna, Bergamo, Brescia, Sirmione, Riva del Garda, Verona, Milan.

33

SICILIA BELLA Tour 7 days / 6 nights Palermo - Catania
Palermo, Erice, Marsala, Agrigento, Noto, Siracusa, Taormina, Savoca, Forza D’Agrò, Catania.

35

LA MAGIA DEL SUD Tour 11 days / 10 nights Rome - Catania
Roma, Naples, Pompeii, Capri, Palermo, Monreale, Erice, Marsala, Agrigento, Noto,
Siracusa, Taormina, Savoca, Forza D’Agrò, Catania.

37

MAGIA DEL SUD INVERNO Tour 12 days / 11 nights Rome - Palermo
Rome, Napoli, Pompeii, Sorrento, Palermo, Monreale, Segesta, Trapani, Agrigento,
Piazza Armerina, Ragusa, Catania, Etna, Taormina, Siracusa, Noto, Palermo.

40

GRAND TOUR D’ITALIA Tour 17 days / 16 nights Rome - Catania
Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice, Montepulciano, Roma, Naples, Pompeii, Capri,
Palermo, Monreale, Erice, Marsala, Agrigento, Noto, Siracusa, Taormina, Savoca, Forza D’Agrò, Catania.

43
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2 days / 1 night

O SOLE MIO
DAILY Departure from Rome

Rome, Naples, Pompei, Sorrento, Blue Grotto*, Capri*, Roma

3 meals

HOTEL: MICHELANGELO 4* SORRENTO

Day 1 Rome, Naples, Pompeii, Sorrento
See southern Italy highlights on your first day minitour from Rome. Departure by coach heading south crossing
the regions of Lazio and Campania.
Arrival in Naples and after a panoramic sightseeing of the lively city of Naples, we’ll carry on towards Pompeii.
Lunch before entering in Pompeii and then visit the ruins of the famous Roman city destroyed by the eruption
of Mount Vesuvius in 79 A.D. Leaving Pompeii, you will drive along the Sorrentine Coast, arriving in Sorrento
for dinner (dress code: jacket for men) and an overnight in your hotel.

Day 2: Sorrento, Capri*, Sorrento, Rome
After breakfast you’ll be embarked to Capri island*. Depending on weather conditions, you’ll take a boat ride
to the popular and dreamy “Grotta Azzurra” (Blue Grotto), where sunlight passes into an underwater cavity
and shines through the seawater, creating a magical blue reflection. After returning to the port you’ll board on
a minibus for a scenic drive to Anacapri, 918 feet (280 meters) above the sea level. You’ll see wonderful views
of the bay of Naples before continuing to a local restaurant for lunch. After lunch you can take advantage of
some free time to explore Capri at your leisure or to go shopping. Then you’ll return to Marina Grande back to
the mainland to return to Rome.
* from 01/11/2015 to 31/03/2016 the tour will not include Capri and on Day 2, after breakfast at the hotel, you’ll have free time at your
disposal for shopping or activities in Sorrento. If you want, you may opt for a visit to the island of Capri or take an Amalfi Coast excursion (not included). Departure back to Rome in the afternoon.

INCLUDES
Transport
Tour director during the first day
Professional guides
Headsets to hear the guide better in Pompeii
Entrance tickets
Ferry tickets
Blue Grotto
1 overnight in hotel
2 lunches and 1 dinner
- For technical reasons, the order of the tour could be reversed.
- Only one piece of luggage per person allowed.

SGL € 390,00
DBL € 333,00
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3 days / 2 night

LE CINQUE TERRE
DAILY Departures from La Spezia*
La Spezia, Cinque Terre, La Spezia

2 meals

HOTEL: NH LA SPEZIA 4* LA SPEZIA

An Oasis of Nature and Scents
The Cinque Terre one of the most unspoilt areas of the Mediterranean and one of the most extended areas in Liguria. They
are a kingdom of nature and wild scents maintained as in the past.
To visit Cinque Terre means to visit five villages suspended between sea and earth, clinging on to cliffs and surrounded by
green hill; it means to know the history of whom, for centuries, has fought against difficult land but it also means to taste
the result of this millenarian struggle and in particular wine and produce. Visit these villages means to learn the culture
of the drystone walls and of the vineyard, of the fishermen and of their nets, of the steep valleys and of their path. Who
visit Cinque Terre can choose between a dive in the sea or hike on the hills, between a walk in the narrow alleys called
“carruggi” or a ride by boat, a pilgrimage to a sanctuary or a seafood lunch. It is a landscape unique in the world in which
man and nature live together in harmony since the beginning of time.

Day 1: La Spezia
Independent arrival in hotel. Dinner (beverages included) and overnight.

Day 2: La Spezia
Buffet Breakfast at the hotel. Departure for full day excursion of the famous “Cinque Terre”. In the evening
return to the hotel. Dinner (beverages included) and overnight.

Day 3: La Spezia
Buffet Breakfast at the hotel. Independent departure.

INCLUDES
2 Nights in La Spezia
2 Dinners
The “Cinque Terre” Card:
Access to the “Blue Path”.
Unlimited train trips between La Spezia and Levanto and vice
versa. Use of the ecologic bus inside the Cinque Terre for the
transportation of people and luggage.
Entrance to all pedestrian and naturalistic paths, naturalistic
observation centres, bird watching and botanic gardens.
Access to the Environmental Education Centre of Torre
Guardiola. Trains and paths map, boat schedule and index of
all products guaranteed in the park.

SGL € 388,00
DBL/ TPL € 303,00
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3 days / 2 night

SAN GIOVANNI ROTONDO
DAILY Departures from Rome

Rome, Foggia, San Giovanni Rotondo, Rome

2 meals

HOTEL: FINI 3* SAN GIOVANNI ROTONDO

Day 1: Rome ,San Giovanni Rotondo
Board a train from Rome Termini to Foggia, where you will meet your private car and driver, who will take you
to your hotel in San Giovanni Rotondo, home of the Shrine of Padre Pio (opportunity to stop at Monte
Sant’Angelo). Settle in to your hotel to rest up for the day ahead.

Day 2: San Giovanni Rotondo
After breakfast at your hotel, spend the day exploring this fascinating city on your own. From July 28, 1916
until his death on September 23, 1968, Padre Pio, famous for his stigmata, called San Giovanni Rotondo his
home. The miracle of his stigmata was recognized by the Pope after the approval of the three commissions
canonically required. The Medical Consultations of the Congregation for the Causes of Saints examined the
case, and with a unanimous vote judged it “scientifically inexplicable.” On June 16, 2002 John Paul II declared
Padre Pio a Saint of the Catholic Church. Millions of people exulted with joy and participated in the ceremony
at Saint Peter’s Square. His body was exhumed in March of 2009 and displayed at Santa Maria delle Grazie
shrine, where it stayed until September 2009.
After this intense day, return to your hotel for some well-earned rest.

Day 3: San Giovanni Rotondo, Rome
Enjoy breakfast at your hotel before your private car takes you back to Foggia train station, where you will
depart to Rome for the conclusion of your tour.

INCLUDES
2 Nights in San Giovanni Rotondo ( Hotel Fini 3*)
Private car transfer Foggia/ San Giovanni Rotondo / Foggia
High-speed Train Rome/Foggia – Foggia/Rome 2° class

SGL € 468,00
DBL /TPL € 331,00
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Tour 4 days / 3 nights

TESORI D’ITALIA
Departures from Rome

Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice

3 meals

HOTELS: MEDITERRANEO 4* FLORENCE
DELFINO (MESTRE) 4* VENICE

Day 1: Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence
Departing at 7:15 am from the hotel Massimo D’Azeglio by a deluxe coach, you will arrive in Assisi, where you
can explore this tiny town, surrounded by walls built in the middle ages, at your own leisure. Take time to visit
the basilica of St. Francis, where you will see masterpieces by Giotto and Ciambue, and have lunch (not included). Board the bus for Siena, a medieval town surrounded by ancient walls that is known for the Palio, an
annual summertime horse race around the shell-shaped town square, Piazza del Campo.
Next, you will continue on to Florence, where you will check in to your hotel before enjoying dinner and a
well-earned night of rest.

Day 2: Florence
After breakfast, you will spend the day venturing around beautiful Florence, the “cradle of renaissance”, where,
with the help of Michelangelo, Italian art reached its pinnacle. Based on Etruscan-roman origins, the city
flourished in the middle ages as a free “comune” and was further refined by the renaissance. You will be fascinated by its numerous monuments, churches, and buildings,as Santa Maria del Fiore, more commonly referred
to as the Duomo. On your visit, you will be amazed by its magnificent dome built by Filippo Brunelleschi.
Cross a small piazza to see the campanile tower (partly designed by Giotto) and the baptistery, with its bronze
doors that Michelangelo dubbed the “gates of paradise.” In the heart of the city, you will see Piazza della Signoria, Palazzo della Signoria (also known as Palazzo Vecchio), and the basilica of Santa Croce.
Lunch in a typical Tuscany restaurant in Santa Croce square. Spend the afternoon strolling the cobblestone
streets of Florence on your own or take a short trip to Pisa (optional), one of the four main historical marine
republics of Italy. There, you will tour the square of miracles, which houses the Duomo, the leaning tower, and
the baptistery. Dinner at leisure, overnight stay in Florence.

Day 3: Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice
After breakfast in Florence, departure to Bologna. There, you will discover the elegant city centre with its “porticos”, it’s shopping streets and so on. From Piazza Malpighi you will walk to Piazza del Nettuno and Piazza Maggiore (Neptune square and Major square) in the heart of the city, then King Renzo’s Palace; Palazzo Podestà
and the basilica of San Petronio, one of the biggest in the world. Bologna it’s a real gourmet’s heaven…don’t
miss a tasty meal at your own leisure! In the afternoon, continue toward Padova, with Sant’Antonio Basilica:
one of the most visited churches by pilgrims of the catholic world.
Later in the afternoon, arrival in Venice: the City of Love, one of the most romantic cities of the whole world
and, undoubtedly the most beautiful city built by man! Check in at your hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

Day 4: Venice
Enjoy one final breakfast before the tour comes to an end. You may opt for an extension in Venice or for other
locations (i.e. North Lakes or Milan).
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DEPARTURES 2017
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October

02 16
06
13 17
03 10 17 24
01 06 08 13 15 20 22 27 29
03 05 10 12 17 19 24 26
01 03 08 10 15 17 22 24 29 31
05 07 12 14 19 21 26 28
02 04 09 11 16 18 23 25 30
02 07 09 14 16 21 23 28

IMPORTANT NOTES
ALL PRICES ARE PER PERSON
FREE ACCOMODATION FOR CHILDREN UP TO
6 YEARS OLD SHARING THE ROOM WITH THEIR PARENTS
CITY TAX NOT INCLUDED: IT SHALL BE PAID DIRECTLY AT THE HOTEL
DRINKS NOT INCLUDED IN MEALS

DBL / TPL € 623,00
Sup SGL € 216,00
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Tour 5 days / 4 nights

ITALIA CLASSICA
Departures from Rome

Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice,
Montepulciano (Tuscany wine region), Rome

4 meals

HOTELS: MEDITERRANEO 4* FLORENCE
DELFINO (MESTRE) 4* VENICE

Day 1: Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence
Departing at 7:15 am from the Hotel Massimo D’Azeglio by a deluxe coach, you will arrive in Assisi, ready to
explore, at your own leisure, this tiny town surrounded by walls, built in the Middle Ages.
Take your time to visit the basilica of St. Francis, where you will see masterpieces by Giotto and Cimabue and,
then, have free time for lunch (not included). Board on the bus to reach Siena, a Unesco World Heritage Site,
world-known for the Palio, the historical horse race around the shell-shaped town square: Piazza del Campo.
Next, you will continue on to Florence, where you will check in at your hotel before enjoying dinner and a
well-earned night of rest.

Day 2: Florence
After breakfast, you will spend the day venturing around beautiful Florence, the “Cradle of Renaissance, where,
with the help of Michelangelo, Italian art reached its pinnacle.
Based on etruscan-roman origins, the city flourished in the Middle Ages as a free “Comune” and was further
refined during the Renaissance. You will be fascinated by the uncountable monuments, churches and buildings as Santa Maria del Fiore, more commonly referred to as the Duomo.
On your visit, you will be amazed by its magnificent dome built by Filippo Brunelleschi. Cross a small piazza to
see the “Campanile” tower (partly designed by Giotto) and the Baptistery, with its bronze doors where Michelangelo imagined the “Gates of Paradise.” In the heart of the city, you will see Piazza della Signoria, Palazzo
della Signoria (also known as Palazzo Vecchio), and the Basilica of Santa Croce. Lunch in a typical Tuscan
restaurant in Piazza Santa Croce. Spend the afternoon strolling the cobblestone streets of Florence on your
own or take a short trip to Pisa (optional), one of the four main historical Marine Republics of Italy. There, you
will tour the Piazza dei Miracoli with the Duomo, Pisa’s symbol “the Leaning Tower” and the Baptistery. Dinner
at leisure, overnight stay in Florence.

Day 3: Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice
After breakfast in Florence, departure to Bologna. There, you will discover the elegant city centre with its “porticos”, it’s shopping streets and so on. From Piazza Malpighi you will walk to Piazza del Nettuno and Piazza Maggiore (Neptune square and Major square) in the heart of the city, then King Renzo’s Palace; Palazzo Podestà
and the basilica of San Petronio, one of the biggest in the world. Bologna it’s a real gourmet’s heaven…
don’t miss a tasty meal at your own leisure! In the afternoon, continue toward Padova, with Sant’Antonio Basilica: one of the most visited churches by pilgrims of the catholic world.Later in the afternoon, arrival in Venice:
the City of Love, one of the most romantic cities of the whole world and, undoubtedly the most beautiful city
built by man! Check in at your hotel for dinner and overnight stay.
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Day 4: Venice
After breakfast, enjoy your private water-taxi transfer to Piazza San Marco, with “skip the line” tickets to visit
the splendid St.Mark’s Basilica and, after this, check out the most iconic places of the “Floating City”: the Palazzo dei Dogi, symbol of Venice’s glorious past, the legendary “Bridge of Sighs”. Spend the afternoon roaming
along Venice’s canals at your leisure and then return to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

Day 5: Venice, Montepulciano (Tuscany wine region), Rome
After breakfast, departure from Piazzale Roma heading to Tuscany, world-known for its landscapes, its churches and castles and its delicious wines. You will proceed to Val di Chiana with a stop in Montepulciano, a
medieval town rich in history and art. Known for its “Nobile” wine, on purchase in local wine houses, Montepulciano also hosts an annual jazz and wine festival every July. Spend the afternoon discovering Montepulciano
at your own pace, enjoying free wine tastings in many wine shops and free time for shopping. In the evening,
you will arrive in Rome, where the tour ends.

DEPARTURES 2017
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October

02 16
06
13 27
03 10 17 24
01 06 08 13 15 20 22 27 29
03 05 10 12 17 19 24 26
01 03 08 10 15 17 22 24 29 31
05 07 12 14 19 21 26 28
02 04 09 11 16 18 23 25 30
02 07 09 14 16 21 23 28

IMPORTANT NOTES
ALL PRICES ARE PER PERSON
FREE ACCOMODATION FOR CHILDREN UP TO
6 YEARS OLD SHARING THE ROOM WITH THEIR PARENTS
CITY TAX NOT INCLUDED: IT SHALL BE PAID DIRECTLY AT THE HOTEL
DRINKS NOT INCLUDED IN MEALS
NEW YEAR’S EVE DINNER NOT INCLUDED

DBL / TPL € 645,00
Sup SGL € 227,00
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Tour 8 days / 7 nights

ITALIA CLASSICA XL
Departures from Rome

Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence, Bologna, Padua,
Venice, Montepulciano, Rome

4 meals

HOTELS: MEDITERRANEO 4* FLORENCE
DELFINO (MESTRE) 4* VENICE
SANTA COSTANZA - ROME GARDEN 3* ROME

Day 1: Rome
Welcome to Rome! After a meet & greet at the airport, you will be transferred to your hotel (Transfer included!!!). Overnight stay.

Day 2: Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence
Departing at 7:15 am from your hotel by a deluxe coach, you will arrive in Assisi, ready to explore, at your own
leisure, this tiny town surrounded by walls, built in the Middle Ages.
Take your time to visit the basilica of St. Francis, where you will see masterpieces by Giotto and Cimabue and,
then, have free time for lunch (not included). Board on the bus to reach Siena, a Unesco World Heritage Site,
world-known for the Palio, the historical horse race around the shell-shaped town square: Piazza del Campo.
Next, you will continue on to Florence, where you will check in at your hotel before enjoying dinner and a
well-earned night of rest.

Day 3: Florence
After breakfast, you will spend the day venturing around beautiful Florence, the “Cradle of Renaissance”,
where, with the help of Michelangelo, Italian art reached its pinnacle.
Based on etruscan-roman origins, the city flourished in the Middle Ages as a free “Comune” and was further
refined during the Renaissance. You will be fascinated by the uncountable monuments, churches and buildings as Santa Maria del Fiore, more commonly referred to as the Duomo. On your visit, you will be amazed by its
magnificent dome built by Filippo Brunelleschi. Cross a small piazza to see the “Campanile” tower (partly
designed by Giotto) and the Baptistery, with its bronze doors where Michelangelo imagined the “Gates of Paradise.” In the heart of the city, you will see Piazza della Signoria, Palazzo della Signoria (also known as Palazzo
Vecchio), and the Basilica of Santa Croce. Lunch in a typical Tuscan restaurant in Piazza Santa Croce. Spend
the afternoon strolling the cobblestone streets of Florence on your own or take a short trip to Pisa (optional),
one of the four main historical Marine Republics of Italy. There, you will tour the Piazza dei Miracoli with the
Duomo, Pisa’s symbol “the Leaning Tower” and the Baptistery. Dinner at leisure, overnight stay in Florence.

Day 4: Florence, Bologna, Padova, Venice
After breakfast in Florence, departure to Bologna. There, you will discover the elegant city centre with its “porticos”, it’s shopping streets and so on. From Piazza Malpighi you will walk to Piazza del Nettuno and Piazza Maggiore (Neptune square and Major square) in the heart of the city, then King Renzo’s Palace; Palazzo Podestà
and the basilica of San Petronio, one of the biggest in the world. Bologna it’s a real gourmet’s heaven…don’t
miss a tasty meal at your own leisure! In the afternoon, continue toward Padova, with Sant’Antonio Basilica:
one of the most visited churches by pilgrims of the catholic world.
Later in the afternoon, arrival in Venice: the City of Love, one of the most romantic cities of the whole world
and, undoubtedly the most beautiful city built by man! Check in at your hotel for dinner and overnight stay.
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Day 5: Venice
After breakfast, enjoy your private water-taxi transfer to Piazza San Marco, with “skip the line” tickets to visit
the splendid St.Mark’s Basilica and, after this, check out the most iconic places of the “Floating City”:
the Palazzo dei Dogi, symbol of Venice’s glorious past, the legendary “Bridge of Sighs”. Spend the afternoon
roaming along Venice’s canals at your leisure and then return to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

Day 6: Venice, Montepulciano (Tuscany wine region)
After breakfast, departure from Piazzale Roma heading to Tuscany, world-known for its landscapes, its churches and castles and its delicious wines. You will proceed to Val di Chiana with a stop in Montepulciano, a
medieval town rich in history and art. Known for its “Nobile” wine, on purchase in local wine houses, Montepulciano also hosts an annual jazz and wine festival every July.
Spend the afternoon discovering Montepulciano at your own pace, enjoying free wine tastings in many wine
shops and free time for shopping. In the evening, you will arrive in Rome to check in into your hotel.

Day 7: Rome
Between 7:45 - 8:00 am, after breakfast, departure from the hotel for the included tour of the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St. Peters’s Basilica with our exclusive “Skip the Line” access! No stress to reach the area:
upon arrival, your guide will lead you into the museums where you’ll visit one of the most important art
collections of the world. Walk along the beautiful Galleries of Tapestries and Geographical Maps before admiring Raphael’s Rooms and, then, the amazing Sistine Chapel.
After this incredible masterpiece, you will be taken by a privileged door to St. Peters’s Basilica: the biggest
church in the world! The tour ends on St.Peter’s Square: enjoy the rest of the day to explore the city at your own
leisure or get any one of our selected tours for the afternoon or at night! Overnight stay.

Day 8: Rome
After breakfast, transfer to the airport. Arrivederci!
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DEPARTURES 2017
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October

01 15
05
12 26
02 09 16 23 30
05 07 12 14 19 21 26 28
02 04 09 11 16 18 23 25 30
02 07 09 14 16 21 23 28 30
04 06 11 13 18 20 25 27
01 03 08 10 15 17 22 24 29
01 06 08 13 15 20 22 27 29

IMPORTANT NOTES
ALL PRICES ARE PER PERSON
FREE ACCOMODATION FOR CHILDREN UP TO
6 YEARS OLD SHARING THE ROOM WITH THEIR PARENTS
CITY TAX NOT INCLUDED: IT SHALL BE PAID DIRECTLY AT THE HOTEL
DRINKS NOT INCLUDED IN MEALS
NEW YEAR’S EVE DINNER NOT INCLUDED
TRANSFER IN/OUT FROM ROME INCLUDED
VISIT ST. MARK’S BASILICA WITH SKIP THE LINE
TOUR OF VATICAN MUSEUMS, SISTINE CHAPEL AND ST. PETER’S BASILICA
(OUR EXCLUSIVE “SKIP THE LINE” TOUR!)

DBL / TPL € 969,00
Sup SGL € 391,00
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Tour 3 days / 2 nights

MAGICA TOSCANA
Departures from Rome

Rome, Montepulciano, Pienza, Montalcino, Castellina In Chianti,
Siena, Greve in Chianti, San Gimignano, Florence

3 meals

HOTEL: VILLA CASALECCHI
CASTELLINA IN CHIANTI (SIENA)

Day 1: Rome, Montepulciano, Pienza, Montalcino, Castellina In Chianti
At 7.15, meet your friendly tour guide and depart from Rome by a deluxe coach.
You will travel through the provinces Lazio, Umbria, and Tuscany to the charming town of Montepulciano, a
medieval treasure rich with history and art. Known for its “Nobile” wine, which can be purchased in wine
houses throughout town, Montepulciano is also the host of an annual jazz and wine festival every July. Spend
a few hours getting to know Montepulciano at your own pace, enjoying free wine tasting in many of the shops,
as well as leisure time to shop and have lunch (not included).
Proceed to the beautiful town of Pienza, considered the gem of the Val d’Orcia region. You’ll have free time to
explore this small, pretty town, which was planned out by Pope Pius II, the humanist pope, to be the ideal
Renaissance town. In the afternoon, arrive in Montalcino, the hilltop town that gives its name to both the
region and its wines. Here, you'll have the opportunity to walk around the walls of the fortress, where brave
soldiers of the Republic of Siena made their last stand against Florence during battles in Middle Age. Enjoy your
Brunello di Montalcino wine and Pecorino cheese tastings at Enoteca La Fortezza. Continue to Villa Casalecchi,
a historical hotel in Castellina in Chianti, one of the three towns of Lega del Chianti Classico, famous for its
excellent wine, its art, architecture and beautiful countryside. Take in the peaceful setting by relaxing in the
shade of the thick gardens or by going for a swim in the pool. Dinner and overnight.

Day 2: Siena, Greve in Chianti, Castellina In Chianti
After breakfast, spend the day venturing around Tuscany. Upon reaching the beautiful town of Siena, you’ll be
amazed walking along the medieval streets, admiring the splendid palaces and the glorious Piazza del Campo,
one of the most beautiful town squares in the world, as well as the site of the famous 600-year old horse race
called “Il Palio.” Next, set off into the Chianti hills, enjoying views of beautiful forests, rows of vineyards and
pretty medieval hamlets. The beautiful town of Greve is famous for its triangular-shaped piazza and for being
the home of the famous sailor named Verrazzano.
Spend your leisure time visiting the local boutiques and market stalls before taking a short drive to Castello di
Verrazzano, where you’ll have a guided visit of the castle's gardens and historical ageing cellars.
Enjoy a guided tasting of some of the best wines, as well as lunch with gastronomic specialties prepared with
raw ingredients right from the farm and other local Tuscan producers. After lunch, spend your afternoon in the
nearby medieval hill town of San Gimignano, where you can walk around this UNESCO World Heritage cite. Try
a selection of medieval sweets, such as ricciarelli (rich biscuits) and panforte (moist and sumptuous fruit cake).
Explore the town on your own before heading back to Villa Casalecchi for dinner and an overnight.

Day 3: Castellina In Chianti, Florence
Enjoy your last hours in Villa Casalecchi before a relaxing drive to Florence, where your tour will conclude.
Opportunity to add nights in Florence and Venice.
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DEPARTURES 2017
May
June
July
August
September
October

22
19
10 24
21
04 18
02 16

IMPORTANT NOTES
ALL PRICES ARE PER PERSON
CITY TAX NOT INCLUDED: IT SHALL BE PAID DIRECTLY AT THE HOTEL
DRINKS NOT INCLUDED IN MEALS
WINE AND PECORINO CHEESE TASTING AT ENOTECA LA FORTEZZA,
CASTELLO DI VERRAZZANO, VISIT OF THE CASTLE'S GARDENS
AND HISTORICAL AGEING CELLARS.
WINE TASTING AND LUNCH WITH GASTRONOMIC SPECIALTIES

DBL / TPL € 927,00
Sup SGL € 98,00
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Tour 4 days / 3 nights

TOSCANA: RELAX & VINO
Departures from Rome

Rome, Montepulciano, Pienza, Montalcino, Castellina In Chianti,
Siena, Greve in Chianti, San Gimignano, Florence, Volterra, Pisa, Rome

4 meals

HOTEL: VILLA CASALECCHI
CASTELLINA IN CHIANTI (SIENA)

Day 1: Rome, Montepulciano, Pienza, Montalcino, Castellina In Chianti
At 7.15, meet your friendly tour guide and depart from Rome by a deluxe coach.
You will travel through the provinces Lazio, Umbria, and Tuscany to the charming town of Montepulciano, a
medieval treasure rich with history and art. Known for its “Nobile” wine, which can be purchased in wine
houses throughout town, Montepulciano is also the host of an annual jazz and wine festival every July. Spend
a few hours getting to know Montepulciano at your own pace, enjoying free wine tasting in many of the shops,
as well as leisure time to shop and have lunch (not included).
Proceed to the beautiful town of Pienza, considered the gem of the Val d’Orcia region. You’ll have free time to
explore this small, pretty town, which was planned out by Pope Pius II, the humanist pope, to be the ideal
Renaissance town. In the afternoon, arrive in Montalcino, the hilltop town that gives its name to both the
region and its wines. Here, you'll have the opportunity to walk around the walls of the fortress, where brave
soldiers of the Republic of Siena made their last stand against Florence during battles in Middle Age. Enjoy your
Brunello di Montalcino wine and Pecorino cheese tastings at Enoteca La Fortezza. Continue to Villa Casalecchi,
a historical hotel in Castellina in Chianti, one of the three towns of Lega del Chianti Classico, famous for its
excellent wine, its art, architecture and beautiful countryside. Take in the peaceful setting by relaxing in the
shade of the thick gardens or by going for a swim in the pool. Dinner and overnight.

Day 2: Siena, Greve in Chianti, Castellina In Chianti
After breakfast, spend the day venturing around Tuscany. Upon reaching the beautiful town of Siena, you’ll be
amazing to walk along the medieval streets, admiring the splendid palaces and the glorious Piazza del Campo,
one of the most beautiful town squares in the world, as well as the site of the famous 600-year old horse race
called “Il Palio.” Next, set off into the Chianti hills, enjoying views of beautiful forests, rows of vineyards and
pretty medieval hamlets. The beautiful town of Greve is famous for its triangular-shaped piazza and for being
the home of the famous sailor named Verrazzano.
Spend your leisure time visiting the local boutiques and market stalls before taking a short drive to Castello di
Verrazzano, where you’ll have a guided visit of the castle's gardens and historical ageing cellars. Enjoy a
guided tasting of some of the best wines, as well as lunch with gastronomic specialties prepared with raw
ingredients right from the farm and other local Tuscan producers. After lunch, spend your afternoon in the
nearby medieval hill town of San Gimignano, where you can walk around this UNESCO World Heritage cite. Try
a selection of medieval sweets, such as ricciarelli (rich biscuits) and panforte (moist and sumptuous fruit cake).
Explore the town on your own before heading back to Villa Casalecchi for dinner and an overnight.
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Day 3: Florence, Castellina in Chianti
After breakfast, enjoy a relaxing drive to Florence, where you will have free time to explore the “Cradle of
Renaissance.” Based on Etruscan-Roman origins, the city flourished in the Middle Ages as a free “commune”
and was further refined by the Renaissance. You will be fascinated by its numerous monuments, churches, and
buildings, as well as Santa Maria del Fiore, more commonly referred to as the Duomo. On your visit, you will be
amazed by its magnificent dome built by Filippo Brunelleschi. Cross a small piazza to see the campanile tower
(partly designed by Giotto) and the baptistery, with its bronze doors that Michelangelo dubbed the “Gates of
Paradise.” In the heart of the city, you will see Piazza della Signoria, Palazzo della Signoria (also known as
Palazzo Vecchio), and the basilica of Santa Croce. Spend the afternoon strolling the cobblestone streets of
Florence on your own before returning to Villa Casalecchi.

Day 4: Castellina in Chianti, Volterra, Pisa, Rome
After breakfast, depart to Volterra, a fascinating Tuscan city renowned for its alabaster -- the translucent stone
used for centuries to create vases, lamps and other works of art. Leaving Volterra, you will next reach Pisa,
where you will have time to explore the Piazza dei Miracoli, the Leaning Tower (exterior visit), the Baptistery
(exterior visit) and other important monuments. Choose to have a pleasant walk to Piazza dei Cavalieri, where
you can admire the historic Scuola Normale, one of the most famous universities in the world. Spend time at
your leisure in this quaint town before returning to Rome, where your trip will come to an end.

DEPARTURES 2017
May
June
July
August
September
October

22
19
10 24
21
04 18
02 16

IMPORTANT NOTES
ALL PRICES ARE PER PERSON
CITY TAX NOT INCLUDED: IT SHALL BE PAID DIRECTLY AT THE HOTEL
DRINKS NOT INCLUDED IN MEALS
WINE AND PECORINO CHEESE TASTING AT ENOTECA
LA FORTEZZA -CASTELLO DI VERRAZZANO,
VISIT OF THE CASTLE'S GARDENS AND HISTORICAL AGEING CELLARS.
WINE TASTING AND LUNCH WITH GASTRONOMIC SPECIALTIES

DBL / TPL € 1.234,00
Sup SGL € 143,00
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Tour 10 days / 9 nights

ITALIA COAST TO COAST
Departures from Rome

Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice,
Montepulciano, Rome, Naples, Pompei, Sorrento, Capri*, Rome

7 meals*

HOTELS: MEDITERRANEO 4* FLORENCE
DELFINO (MESTRE) 4* VENICE
ROME GARDEN 3* - SANTA COSTANZA 3* ROME
MICHELANGELO 4* SORRENTO

Day 1: Rome
Benvenuti a Roma! After you touch down at the airport, make your own way to your hotel. Check in and then
enjoy the city at your leisure before spending your first night in Italy.

Day 2: Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence
Departing at 7:15 by a deluxe coach, you will arrive in Assisi, where you can explore this tiny town, surrounded
by walls built in the middle ages, at your own leisure. Make time to visit the basilica of St. Francis, where you
will see masterpieces by Giotto and Ciambue, and to have lunch (not included). Board the bus for Siena, a
medieval town surrounded by ancient walls that is known for the Palio, an annual summertime horse race
around the shellshaped town square, Piazza del Campo. Next, you will continue on to Florence, where you will
check in to your hotel before enjoying dinner and a well-earned night of rest.

Day 3: Florence
After breakfast, you will spend the day venturing around beautiful Florence, the “Cradle of Renaissance, where,
with the help of Michelangelo, Italian art reached its pinnacle.
Based on etruscan-roman origins, the city flourished in the Middle Ages as a free “Comune” and was further
refined during the Renaissance. You will be fascinated by the uncountable monuments, churches and buildings as Santa Maria del Fiore, more commonly referred to as the Duomo. On your visit, you will be amazed by its
magnificent dome built by Filippo Brunelleschi. Cross a small piazza to see the “Campanile” tower (partly
designed by Giotto) and the Baptistery, with its bronze doors where Michelangelo imagined the “Gates of Paradise.” In the heart of the city, you will see Piazza della Signoria, Palazzo della Signoria (also known as Palazzo
Vecchio), and the Basilica of Santa Croce. Lunch in a typical Tuscan restaurant in Piazza Santa Croce. Spend
the afternoon strolling the cobblestone streets of Florence on your own or take a short trip to Pisa (optional),
one of the four main historical Marine Republics of Italy. There, you will tour the Piazza dei Miracoli with the
Duomo, Pisa’s symbol “the Leaning Tower” and the Baptistery. Dinner at leisure, overnight stay in Florence.

Day 4: Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice
After breakfast in Florence, departure to Bologna. There, you will discover the elegant city centre with its “porticos”, it’s shopping streets and so on. From Piazza Malpighi you will walk to Piazza del Nettuno and Piazza Maggiore (Neptune square and Major square) in the heart of the city, then King Renzo’s Palace; Palazzo Podestà
and the basilica of San Petronio, one of the biggest in the world. Bologna it’s a real gourmet’s heaven…don’t
miss a tasty meal at your own leisure! In the afternoon, continue toward Padova, with Sant’Antonio Basilica:
one of the most visited churches by pilgrims of the catholic world.
Later in the afternoon, arrival in Venice: the City of Love, one of the most romantic cities of the whole world
and, undoubtedly the most beautiful city built by man! Check in at your hotel for dinner and overnight stay.
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Day 5: Venice
After breakfast, enjoy your private water-taxi transfer to Piazza San Marco, with “skip the line” tickets to visit
the splendid St.Mark’s Basilica and, after this, check out the most iconic places of the “Floating City”: the Palazzo dei Dogi, symbol of Venice’s glorious past, the legendary “Bridge of Sighs”. Spend the afternoon roaming
along Venice’s canals at your leisure and then return to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

Day 6: Venice, Montepulciano (Tuscany wine region), Rome
After breakfast, departure from Piazzale Roma heading to Tuscany, world-known for its landscapes, its churches and castles and its delicious wines. You will proceed to Val di Chiana with a stop in Montepulciano, a
medieval town rich in history and art. Known for its “Nobile” wine, on purchase in local wine houses, Montepulciano also hosts an annual jazz and wine festival every July. Spend the afternoon discovering Montepulciano
at your own pace, enjoying free wine tastings in many wine shops and free time for shopping. In the evening,
you will arrive in Rome to check in into your hotel.

Day 7: Rome
Between 7:45 - 8:00 am, after breakfast, departure from the hotel for the included tour of the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St. Peters’s Basilica with our exclusive “Skip the Line” access! No stress to reach the area:
upon arrival, your guide will lead you into the museums where you’ll visit one of the most important art
collections of the world. Walk along the beautiful Galleries of Tapestries and Geographical Maps before admiring Raphael’s Rooms and, then, the amazing Sistine Chapel. After this incredible masterpiece, you will be
taken by a privileged door to St. Peters’s Basilica: the biggest church in the world! The tour ends on St.Peter’s
Square: enjoy the rest of the day to explore the city at your own leisure or get any one of our selected tours for
the afternoon or at night! Overnight stay.

Day 8: Rome, Naples, Pompeii, Sorrento
After breakfast , pick up at your hotel at 7:00 am approximately. Departure by coach heading south crossing
the regions of Lazio and Campania. Arrival in Naples and short panoramic tour seeing sites such as the Mergellina, Castel dell’Ovo, Santa Lucia, then heading to Pompeii. Lunch before entering in Pompeii and then visit the
ruins of the famous Roman city destroyed by the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 A.D. Leaving Pompeii, you
will drive along the Sorrentine Coast, arriving in Sorrento for dinner (dress code: jacket for men) and an overnight in your new hotel. *NB:In Sept 30 and Oct 10 the tour finish here

Day 9: Sorrento, Capri*, Rome
Board a boat for the island of Capri after breakfast. Depending on weather and sea conditions, you will enter
the infamous blue grotta in a small rowboat. Afterward, enjoy lunch at a local restaurant and then roam the
island at your own pace. Return to Rome in the evening for your last overnight.

Day 10: Rome
Enjoy one final breakfast before the tour comes to an end.
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* from 01/11/2016 to 31/03/2017, on 30th Sept and 2nd Oct the tour will not include Capri and on Day 9, after breakfast
at the hotel, you’ll have free time at your disposal for discover Sorrento or for shopping and activities there.. If you want,
you may opt for a visit to the island of Capri or take an Amalfi Coast excursion (not included). Also note that on these days
6 meals are included (not 7 meals as usually it is in high season) Departure back to Rome in the afternoon. On Day 10,
after breakfast at the hotel, you will come back to Rome. End of our services.

DEPARTURES 2017
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October

01 15
05
12 26
02 09 16 23 30
05 07 12 14 19 21 26 28
02 04 09 11 16 18 23 25 30
02 07 09 14 16 21 23 28 30
04 06 11 13 18 20 25 27
01 03 08 10 15 17 22 24 29
01 06 08 12 15 20 22 27 29

IMPORTANT NOTES
IMPORTANT NOTES
CITY TAX NOT INCLUDED: IT SHALL BE PAID DIRECTLY AT THE HOTEL
DRINKS NOT INCLUDED IN MEALS
VISIT ST.MARK’S BASILICA WITH SKIP THE LINE
TOUR OF VATICAN MUSEUMS, SISTINE CHAPEL AND ST.PETER’S BASILICA
OUR EXCLUSIVE “SKIP THE LINE” TOUR!)
TOUR OF POMPEII WITH THE SKIP THE LINE
VISIT OF THE BLUE GROTTO IN CAPRI*
NEW YEAR’S EVE DINNER NOT INCLUDED

DBL / TPL € 1.457,00
Sup SGL € 530,00
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Tour 11 days / 10nights

ITALIA COAST TO COAST XL
Departures from Rome

Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice,
Montepulciano, Rome, Naples, Pompei, Sorrento, Capri*, Rome

8 meals*

HOTELS: MEDITERRANEO 4* FLORENCE
DELFINO (MESTRE) 4* VENICE
ROME GARDEN 3*- SANTA COSTANZA 3* ROME
MICHELANGELO 4* SORRENTO

Day 1: Rome
Benvenuti a Roma! After your arrival at the airport, make your own way to your hotel and then enjoy your first
day in the city at your own leisure. Overnight stay.

Day 2: Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence
Departing at 7:15 am from your hotel by a deluxe coach, you will arrive in Assisi, ready to explore, at your own
leisure, this tiny town surrounded by walls, built in the Middle Ages. Take your time to visit the basilica of St.
Francis, where you will see masterpieces by Giotto and Cimabue and, then, have free time for lunch (not included). Board on the bus to reach Siena, a Unesco World Heritage Site, world-known for the Palio, the historical
horse race around the shell-shaped town square: Piazza del Campo. Next, you will continue on to Florence,
where you will check in at your hotel before enjoying dinner and a well-earned night of rest.

Day 3: Florence
After breakfast, you will spend the day venturing around beautiful Florence, the “Cradle of Renaissance, where,
with the help of Michelangelo, Italian art reached its pinnacle.
Based on etruscan-roman origins, the city flourished in the Middle Ages as a free “Comune” and was further
refined during the Renaissance. You will be fascinated by the uncountable monuments, churches and buildings as Santa Maria del Fiore, more commonly referred to as the Duomo. On your visit, you will be amazed by its
magnificent dome built by Filippo Brunelleschi. Cross a small piazza to see the “Campanile” tower (partly
designed by Giotto) and the Baptistery, with its bronze doors where Michelangelo imagined the “Gates of Paradise.” In the heart of the city, you will see Piazza della Signoria, Palazzo della Signoria (also known as Palazzo
Vecchio), and the Basilica of Santa Croce. Lunch in a typical Tuscan restaurant in Piazza Santa Croce. Spend
the afternoon strolling the cobblestone streets of Florence on your own or take a short trip to Pisa (optional),
one of the four main historical Marine Republics of Italy. There, you will tour the Piazza dei Miracoli with the
Duomo, Pisa’s symbol “the Leaning Tower” and the Baptistery. Dinner at leisure, overnight stay in Florence.

Day 4: Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice
After breakfast in Florence, departure to Bologna. There, you will discover the elegant city centre with its “porticos”, it’s shopping streets and so on. From Piazza Malpighi you will walk to Piazza del Nettuno and Piazza Maggiore (Neptune square and Major square) in the heart of the city, then King Renzo’s Palace; Palazzo Podestà
and the basilica of San Petronio, one of the biggest in the world. Bologna it’s a real gourmet’s heaven…don’t
miss a tasty meal at your own leisure! In the afternoon, continue toward Padova, with Sant’Antonio Basilica:
one of the most visited churches by pilgrims of the catholic world.
Later in the afternoon, arrival in Venice: the City of Love, one of the most romantic cities of the whole world
and, undoubtedly the most beautiful city built by man! Check in at your hotel for dinner and overnight stay.
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Day 5: Venice
After breakfast, enjoy your private water-taxi transfer to Piazza San Marco, with “skip the line” tickets to visit
the splendid St.Mark’s Basilica and, after this, check out the most iconic places of the “Floating City”: the Palazzo dei Dogi, symbol of Venice’s glorious past, the legendary “Bridge of Sighs”. Spend the afternoon roaming
along Venice’s canals at your leisure and then return to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

Day 6: Venice, Montepulciano (Tuscany wine region), Rome
After breakfast, departure from Piazzale Roma heading to Tuscany, world-known for its landscapes, its churches and castles and its delicious wines. You will proceed to Val di Chiana with a stop in Montepulciano, a
medieval town rich in history and art. Known for its “Nobile” wine, on purchase in local wine houses, Montepulciano also hosts an annual jazz and wine festival every July. Spend the afternoon discovering Montepulciano
at your own pace, enjoying free wine tastings in many wine shops and free time for shopping. In the evening,
you will arrive in Rome to check in into your hotel.

Day 7: Rome
Between 7:45 - 8:00 am, after breakfast, departure from the hotel for the included tour of the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St. Peters’s Basilica with our exclusive “Skip the Line” access! No stress to reach the area:
upon arrival, your guide will lead you into the museums where you’ll visit one of the most important art
collections of the world. Walk along the beautiful Galleries of Tapestries and Geographical Maps before admiring Raphael’s Rooms and, then, the amazing Sistine Chapel.
After this incredible masterpiece, you will be taken by a privileged door to St. Peters’s Basilica: the biggest
church in the world! The tour ends on St.Peter’s Square: enjoy the rest of the day to explore the city at your own
leisure or get any one of our selected tours for the afternoon or at night! Overnight stay.

Day 8: Rome, Naples, Pompeii, Sorrento
After breakfast , pick up at your hotel at 7:00 am approximately. Departure by coach heading south crossing
the regions of Lazio and Campania. Arrival in Naples and short panoramic tour seeing sites such as the Mergellina, Castel dell’Ovo, Santa Lucia, then heading to Pompeii.
Lunch before entering in Pompeii and then visit the ruins of the famous Roman city destroyed by the eruption
of Mount Vesuvius in 79 A.D. Leaving Pompeii, you will drive along the Sorrentine Coast, arriving in Sorrento
for dinner (dress code: jacket for men) and an overnight in your new hotel.

Day 9: Sorrento, Capri*, Sorrento
After breakfast, get ready for an exciting excursion to the island of Capri: one of the most exclusive summer
destinations of the Mediterranean! Depending on weather and sea conditions, you will admire the dreamy
Blue Grotto on a small rowboat.
Afterward, enjoy lunch at a local restaurant and then roam the island at your own pace. Once back on the
mainland, return for dinner and your last overnight in Sorrento.
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Day 10: Sorrento, Rome
Breakfast at your hotel. Time at your leisure going for shopping or tasting some nice Limoncello. As an option,
departure back to Rome. Check in at your hotel and overnight stay.

Day 11: Rome
Breakfast at the hotel. End of our services.
* from 01/11/2016 to 26/03/2017, the tour will not include Capri and on Day 9, after breakfast at the hotel, you’ll have free
time at your disposal for discover Sorrento or for shopping and activities there. If you want, you may opt for a visit to the
island of Capri (not included). Dinner at the hotel (dress code: jacket for men) and overnight stay. Also note that on these
days 6 meals are included (not 7 meals as usually it is in high season)
Day 10 in Sorrento, breakfast at your hotel. Time at your leisure going for shopping or tasting some nice Limoncello. As an
ture back to Rome. Check in at your hotel and overnight stay. On Day 11, in Rome, breakfast at the hotel and nd of our
services

DEPARTURES 2017
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October

01 15
05
12 26
02 09 16 23 30
05 07 12 14 19 21 26 28
02 04 09 11 16 18 23 25 30
02 07 09 14 16 21 23 28 30
04 06 11 13 18 20 25 27
01 03 08 10 15 17 22 24 29
01 06 08 13 15 20 22 27 29

IMPORTANT NOTES
CITY TAX NOT INCLUDED: IT SHALL BE PAID DIRECTLY AT THE HOTEL
DRINKS NOT INCLUDED IN MEALS
VISIT ST. MARK’S BASILICA WITH SKIP THE LINE
TOUR OF VATICAN MUSEUMS, SISTINE CHAPEL AND ST. PETER’S BASILICA
(OUR EXCLUSIVE “SKIP THE LINE” TOUR!)
TOUR OF POMPEII WITH THE SKIP THE LINE
VISIT OF THE BLUE GROTTO IN CAPRI*
NEW YEAR’S EVE DINNER NOT INCLUDED

DBL / TPL € 1.492,00
Sup SGL € 530,00
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Tour 12 days / 11 nights

ITALIA COAST TO COAST XXL
Departures from Rome

Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice,
Montepulciano, Rome, Naples, Pompei, Sorrento, Capri*, Rome

9 meals

HOTELS: MEDITERRANEO 4* FLORENCE
DELFINO (MESTRE) 4* VENICE
ROME GARDEN 3*- SANTA COSTANZA 3* ROME
VILLA MARIA 3* SORRENTO LA BOUGAINVILLE 3* CAPRI

Day 1: Rome
Benvenuti a Roma! After your arrival at the airport, make your own way to your hotel and then enjoy your first
day in the city at your own leisure. Overnight stay.

Day 2: Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence
Departing at 7:15 am from your hotel by a deluxe coach, you will arrive in Assisi, ready to explore, at your own
leisure, this tiny town surrounded by walls, built in the Middle Ages. Take your time to visit the basilica of St.
Francis, where you will see masterpieces by Giotto and Cimabue and, then, have free time for lunch (not included). Board on the bus to reach Siena, a Unesco World Heritage Site, world-known for the Palio, the historical
horse race around the shell-shaped town square: Piazza del Campo. Next, you will continue on to Florence,
where you will check in at your hotel before enjoying dinner and a well-earned night of rest.

Day 3: Florence
After breakfast, you will spend the day venturing around beautiful Florence, the “Cradle of Renaissance, where,
with the help of Michelangelo, Italian art reached its pinnacle.
Based on etruscan-roman origins, the city flourished in the Middle Ages as a free “Comune” and was further
refined during the Renaissance. You will be fascinated by the uncountable monuments, churches and buildings as Santa Maria del Fiore, more commonly referred to as the Duomo. On your visit, you will be amazed by its
magnificent dome built by Filippo Brunelleschi. Cross a small piazza to see the “Campanile” tower (partly
designed by Giotto) and the Baptistery, with its bronze doors where Michelangelo imagined the “Gates of Paradise.” In the heart of the city, you will see Piazza della Signoria, Palazzo della Signoria (also known as Palazzo
Vecchio), and the Basilica of Santa Croce. Lunch in a typical Tuscan restaurant in Piazza Santa Croce. Spend
the afternoon strolling the cobblestone streets of Florence on your own or take a short trip to Pisa (optional),
one of the four main historical Marine Republics of Italy. There, you will tour the Piazza dei Miracoli with the
Duomo, Pisa’s symbol “the Leaning Tower” and the Baptistery. Dinner at leisure, overnight stay in Florence.

Day 4: Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice
After breakfast in Florence, departure to Bologna. There, you will discover the elegant city centre with its “porticos”, it’s shopping streets and so on. From Piazza Malpighi you will walk to Piazza del Nettuno and Piazza Maggiore (Neptune square and Major square) in the heart of the city, then King Renzo’s Palace; Palazzo Podestà
and the basilica of San Petronio, one of the biggest in the world. Bologna it’s a real gourmet’s heaven…don’t
miss a tasty meal at your own leisure! In the afternoon, continue toward Padova, with Sant’Antonio Basilica:
one of the most visited churches by pilgrims of the catholic world.
Later in the afternoon, arrival in Venice: the City of Love, one of the most romantic cities of the whole world
and, undoubtedly the most beautiful city built by man! Check in at your hotel for dinner and overnight stay.
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Day 5: Venice
After breakfast, enjoy your private water-taxi transfer to Piazza San Marco, with “skip the line” tickets to visit
the splendid St.Mark’s Basilica and, after this, check out the most iconic places of the “Floating City”: the Palazzo dei Dogi, symbol of Venice’s glorious past, the legendary “Bridge of Sighs”. Spend the afternoon roaming
along Venice’s canals at your leisure and then return to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

Day 6: Venice, Montepulciano (Tuscany wine region), Rome
After breakfast, departure from Piazzale Roma heading to Tuscany, world-known for its landscapes, its churches and castles and its delicious wines. You will proceed to Val di Chiana with a stop in Montepulciano, a
medieval town rich in history and art. Known for its “Nobile” wine, on purchase in local wine houses, Montepulciano also hosts an annual jazz and wine festival every July. Spend the afternoon discovering Montepulciano
at your own pace, enjoying free wine tastings in many wine shops and free time for shopping. In the evening,
you will arrive in Rome to check in into your hotel.

Day 7: Rome
Between 7:45 - 8:00 am, after breakfast, departure from the hotel for the included tour of the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St. Peters’s Basilica with our exclusive “Skip the Line” access! No stress to reach the area:
upon arrival, your guide will lead you into the museums where you’ll visit one of the most important art
collections of the world. Walk along the beautiful Galleries of Tapestries and Geographical Maps before admiring Raphael’s Rooms and, then, the amazing Sistine Chapel.
After this incredible masterpiece, you will be taken by a privileged door to St. Peters’s Basilica: the biggest
church in the world! The tour ends on St.Peter’s Square: enjoy the rest of the day to explore the city at your own
leisure or get any one of our selected tours for the afternoon or at night! Overnight stay.

Day 8: Rome, Naples, Pompeii, Sorrento
After breakfast , pick up at your hotel at 7:00 am approximately. Departure by coach heading south crossing
the regions of Lazio and Campania. Arrival in Naples and short panoramic tour seeing sites such as the Mergellina, Castel dell’Ovo, Santa Lucia, then heading to Pompeii.
Lunch before entering in Pompeii and then visit the ruins of the famous Roman city destroyed by the eruption
of Mount Vesuvius in 79 A.D. Leaving Pompeii, you will drive along the Sorrentine Coast, arriving in Sorrento
for dinner (dress code: jacket for men) and an overnight in your new hotel.

Day 9: Sorrento
Breakfast and dinner at the hotel and day at you disposal. Spend the day exploring Sorrento on your own.

Day 10: Sorrento, Capri
After breakfast, get ready for an exciting excursion to the island of Capri: one of the most exclusive summer
destinations of the Mediterranean! Depending on weather and sea conditions, you will admire the dreamy
Blue Grotto on a small rowboat. Afterward, enjoy lunch at a local restaurant and then roam the island at your
own pace. In the afternoon, check in at your hotel in Capri, enjoy your dinner and relax for the night.
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Day 11: Capri, Rome
After breakfast, spend a leisurely morning exploring Capri. In the afternoon, you will reach the mainland ready
to depart for Rome,where you will check in to your hotel and spend the night.

Day 12: Rome

DEPARTURES 2017
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October

26
02 09 16 23 30
05 07 12 14 19 21 26 28
02 04 09 11 16 18 23 25 30
02 07 09 14 16 21 23 28 30
04 06 11 13 18 20 25 27
01 03 08 10 15 17 22 24 29
01 06 08 13 15 20 22 27 29

IMPORTANT NOTES
CITY TAX NOT INCLUDED: IT SHALL BE PAID DIRECTLY AT THE HOTEL
DRINKS NOT INCLUDED IN MEALS
VISIT ST. MARK’S BASILICA WITH SKIP THE LINE
TOUR OF VATICAN MUSEUMS, SISTINE CHAPEL AND ST. PETER’S BASILICA
(OUR EXCLUSIVE “SKIP THE LINE” TOUR!)
TOUR OF POMPEII WITH THE SKIP THE LINE
VISIT OF THE BLUE GROTTO IN CAPRI*
NEW YEAR’S EVE DINNER NOT INCLUDED

DBL / TPL € 1.736,00
Sup SGL € 632,00
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Tour 6 days / 5 nights

MERAVIGLIOSA ITALIA

5 meals

Departures from Rome

HOTELS: MEDITERRANEO 4* FLORENCE
CARLTON G. CANAL 4* VENICE
HOTEL CRUISE 4* COMO

Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence, Bologna, Padua,
Venice, Verona, Sirmione, Como, Milan

Day 1: Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence
Departing at 7:15am from the Hotel Massimo D'Azeglio by a deluxe coach, you will arrive in Assisi, Where you
can explore this tiny town, surrounded by walls built in the middle ages, at your own leisure.
Make time to visit the Basilica of St. Francis, where you will see masterpieces by Giotto and Cimabue, and to
have lunch (not included).
Board the bus for Siena, a medieval town surrounded by ancient walls that is known for the Palio, an annual
summertime horse race around the shell-shaped town square, Piazza del Campo. Next, you will continue on to
Florence, where you will check in to your hotel before enjoying dinner and a well-earned night of rest.

Day 2: Florence
After breakfast, you will spend the day venturing around beautiful Florence, the “Cradle of Renaissance, where,
with the help of Michelangelo, Italian art reached its pinnacle.
Based on etruscan-roman origins, the city flourished in the Middle Ages as a free “Comune” and was further
refined during the Renaissance. You will be fascinated by the uncountable monuments, churches and buildings as Santa Maria del Fiore, more commonly referred to as the Duomo. On your visit, you will be amazed by its
magnificent dome built by Filippo Brunelleschi.
Cross a small piazza to see the “Campanile” tower (partly designed by Giotto) and the Baptistery, with its
bronze doors where Michelangelo imagined the “Gates of Paradise.” In the heart of the city, you will see Piazza
della Signoria, Palazzo della Signoria (also known as Palazzo Vecchio), and the Basilica of Santa Croce. Lunch
in a typical Tuscan restaurant in Piazza Santa Croce. Spend the afternoon strolling the cobblestone streets of
Florence on your own or take a short trip to Pisa (optional), one of the four main historical Marine Republics of
Italy. There, you will tour the Piazza dei Miracoli with the Duomo, Pisa’s symbol “the Leaning Tower” and the
Baptistery. Dinner at leisure, overnight stay in Florence.

Day 3: Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice
After breakfast in Florence, departure to Bologna. There, you will discover the elegant city centre with its “porticos”, it’s shopping streets and so on. From Piazza Malpighi you will walk to Piazza del Nettuno and Piazza Maggiore (Neptune square and Major square) in the heart of the city, then King Renzo’s Palace; Palazzo Podestà
and the basilica of San Petronio, one of the biggest in the world. Bologna it’s a real gourmet’s heaven…don’t
miss a tasty meal at your own leisure! In the afternoon, continue toward Padova, with Sant’Antonio Basilica:
one of the most visited churches by pilgrims of the catholic world.
Later in the afternoon, arrival in Venice: the City of Love, one of the most romantic cities of the whole world
and, undoubtedly the most beautiful city built by man! Check in at your hotel for dinner and overnight stay.
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Day 4: Venice
After breakfast, enjoy your private water-taxi transfer to Piazza San Marco, with “skip the line” tickets to visit
the splendid St.Mark’s Basilica and, after this, check out the most iconic places of the “Floating City”: the Palazzo dei Dogi, symbol of Venice’s glorious past, the legendary “Bridge of Sighs”. Spend the afternoon roaming
along Venice’s canals at your leisure and then return to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

Day 5: Venice, Verona, Sirmione, Como
After breakfast departure heading to the famous city of Verona: the town of Romeo and Juliet. A walk through
its narrow streets will allow you to get in touch with Verona's varied and fascinating past: traces of its splendid

The combination of art and history will fascinate you. You will proceed to Sirmione, where you will see the Lake
Garda, the largest lake in Italy. Enjoy the area, rich in vegetation including lemon trees, oleanders and magnolias. You will see the Sirmione cape, the castle and the ruins. Then, in the afternoon, we will arrive in Como and
enjoy the picturesque view of Lake Como. Free time to visit Como, one of the most beautiful cities in Italy. After
the visit check-in at the hotel. Dinner and overnight.

Day 6: Como, Milan
Breakfast and departure to Milan, end of the tour at the central railway station.

DEPARTURES 2017
May
June
July
August
September
October

06 13 20 27
03 17 24
01 08 15 22 29
05 12 19 26
02 09 16 23 30
07 14 21

IMPORTANT NOTES
ALL PRICES ARE PER PERSON
CITY TAX NOT INCLUDED: IT SHALL BE PAID DIRECTLY AT THE HOTEL
DRINKS NOT INCLUDED IN MEALS
VISIT ST. MARK’S BASILICA WITH SKIP THE LINE
VISIT VERONA AND THE NORTH LAKES REGION

DBL / TPL € 1.257,00
Sup SGL € 459,00
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Tour 4 Days / 3 Night

ITALIA ROMANTICA

3 meals

Departures from Venice

HOTELS: CARLTON G. CANAL 4* VENICE
HOTEL CRUISE 4* COMO

Venice, Verona, Sirmione, Como, Milan

Day 1: Venice
Arrive in Venice and make your own way to your hotel. Enjoy your dinner (included) in a restaurant and relax
before the adventure that lies ahead.Overnight at the hotel.

Day 2: Venice
After breakfast, enjoy your private water-taxi transfer to Piazza San Marco, with “skip the line” tickets to visit
the splendid St.Mark’s Basilica and, after this, check out the most iconic places of the “Floating City”: the Palazzo dei Dogi, symbol of Venice’s glorious past, the legendary “Bridge of Sighs”. Spend the afternoon roaming
along Venice’s canals at your leisure and then return to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

Day 3: Venice , Verona , Sirmione , Como
After breakfast departure heading to the famous city of Verona: the town of Romeo and Juliet. A walk through
its narrow streets will allow you to get in touch with Verona's varied and fascinating past: traces of its splendid

You will proceed to Sirmione, where you will see the Lake Garda, the largest lake in Italy. Enjoy the area, rich in
vegetation including lemon trees, oleanders and magnolias. You will see the Sirmione cape, the castle and the
ruins. Then, in the afternoon, we will arrive in Como and enjoy the picturesque view of Lake Como. Free time to
visit Como, one of the most beautiful cities in Italy. After the visit check-in at the hotel. Dinner and overnight.

Day 4: Como, Milan
Breakfast and departure to Milan, end of the tour at the central railway station.

DEPARTURES 2017
May
June
July
August
September
October

08 15 22 29
05 19 26
03 10 17 24
07 14 21 28
04 11 18 25
02 09 16 23

IMPORTANT NOTES
ALL PRICES ARE PER PERSON
CITY TAX NOT INCLUDED: IT SHALL BE PAID DIRECTLY AT THE HOTEL
DRINKS NOT INCLUDED IN MEALS
VISIT ST. MARK’S BASILICA WITH SKIP THE LINE

DBL / TPL € 772,00
Sup SGL € 245,00
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Tour 8 days / 7 nights

ITALIA DEL NORD

3 meals

Departures from Rome

HOTELS: MEDITERRANEO 4* FLORENCE
CARLTON G. CANAL 4* VENICE
NH TOURING 4* MILAN CRUISE 4* COMO
NH BRESCIA* BRESCIA MONTRESOR PALACE 4* VERONA

Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice, Milan,
Orta, Stresa, Como, Bellagio, Varenna, Bergamo, Brescia,
Sirmione, Riva del Garda, Verona, Milan

Day 1: Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence
Departing at 7:15 am from the Hotel Massimo D’Azeglio by a deluxe coach, you will arrive in Assisi, ready to
explore, at your own leisure, this tiny town surrounded by walls, built in the Middle Ages. Take your time to visit
the basilica of St. Francis, where you will see masterpieces by Giotto and Cimabue and, then, have free time for
lunch (not included). Board on the bus to reach Siena, a Unesco World Heritage Site, world-known for the Palio,
the historical horse race around the shell-shaped town square: Piazza del Campo. Next, you will continue on to
Florence, where you will check in at your hotel before enjoying dinner and a well-earned night of rest.

Day 2: Florence
After breakfast, you will spend the day venturing around beautiful Florence, the “Cradle of Renaissance, where,
with the help of Michelangelo, Italian art reached its pinnacle.
gs as Santa Maria del Fiore, more commonly referred to as the Duomo. On your visit, you will be amazed by its
designed by Giotto) and the Baptistery, with its bronze doors where Michelangelo imagined the “Gates of Paradise.” In the heart of the city, you will see Piazza della Signoria, Palazzo della Signoria (also known as Palazzo
Vecchio), and the Basilica of Santa Croce.
Lunch in a typical Tuscan restaurant in Piazza Santa Croce. Spend the afternoon strolling the cobblestone
streets of Florence on your own or take a short trip to Pisa (optional), one of the four main historical Marine
Republics of Italy. There, you will tour the Piazza dei Miracoli with the Duomo, Pisa’s symbol “the Leaning
Tower” and the Baptistery. Dinner at leisure, overnight stay in Florence.

Day 3: Florence, Bologna, Padova, Venice
After breakfast in Florence, departure to Bologna. There, you will discover the elegant city centre with its “porticos”, it’s shopping streets and so on. From Piazza Malpighi you will walk to Piazza del Nettuno and Piazza Maggiore (Neptune square and Major square) in the heart of the city, then King Renzo’s Palace; Palazzo Podestà
and the basilica of San Petronio, one of the biggest in the world. Bologna it’s a real gourmet’s heaven…don’t
miss a tasty meal at your own leisure! In the afternoon, continue toward Padova, with Sant’Antonio Basilica:
one of the most visited churches by pilgrims of the catholic world.
Later in the afternoon, arrival in Venice: the City of Love, one of the most romantic cities of the whole world
and, undoubtedly the most beautiful city built by man! Check in at your hotel for dinner and overnight stay.
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Day 4: Venice, Milan*
After breakfast at your hotel you will head to Milan. Once there, you’ll have the day to explore this hectic city,
world-known for fashion and design, before checking in at your hotel for some rest.
*From Venice to Milan, up to five people, the transfer will be by train

Day 5: Milan, Lake Orta, Stresa, Como
Departure at 08.30 am from NH Touring in Milan to the Lake Orta, a small and charming lake situated in the
north-eastern side of the region Piedmont. Stop in the beautiful village of Orta San Giulio for a short visit.
Then, tour by boat to reach the island of San Giulio, just in front of the village: it is known as “ the Pearl of the
Lake”, almost entirely occupied by the Monastery Mater Ecclesiae, famous for studies on antique books.
After a short visit, you will take the ferry back to Orta and then leave by bus to Stresa, on Lake Maggiore, one
of the largest Italian lakes. Wedged between the pre-alps, and of clear glacial origin, it is framed in its lower
section by the soft hills of the region of Novara and - in the upper section - by high mountain peaks with perpetual snows. These features make possible an average temperature during all seasons, milder in winter than in
the inner areas and cooled down in summer by the breezes that blow on the water's surface changing the lake’s
colour. Thanks to its mild climate, many species of flowers and plants typical to the sub-tropical climate could
adapt to the lake areas climate.
Arrival in Stresa, an international tourist resort situated in a central but also panoramic and picturesque position along the lakeside roadway, just in front of the ‘Borromee’ islands. Free time for lunch. In the afternoon,
tour of the “Isola dei Pescatori” (Fishermen’s Island) by boat. The island, was named after the main activity
that, over the centuries, has characterized this fishermen town. Although only few families still maintain the
original activity, the identity of the small community appears intact. Tourists are fascinated by its simple
houses, the narrow lanes, the stone portals and the attractive underpasses.
We will continue to the “Isola Bella” (The Beautiful Island), where you might opt for a visit of the Borromeo
Palace with its magnificent gardens. Return to Stresa (free time for lunch, not included). At the and of the visit
departure to Como. Overnight in the hotel.

Day 6: Como, Bellagio, Varenna, Bergamo, Brescia
Enjoy breakfast at your hotel before setting off on a short visit of Como, a small town with amazing natural
panoramas of mountains, lake Como, and wild alpine valleys. You’ll also see the industrialized Brianzola hill,
downtown Como, and the small houses in the village. The lake itself, sometimes called Lario, has long been
famous for its y-shape, its three branches intersecting at Bellagio, that you will visit via boat. Separating the
lake’s two southern arms with the alps dominating the horizon to the north, Bellagio is home to some of the
most charming landscapes in Italy.
Spend some time strolling this picturesque village with its small streets, luxury hotels, villas, and gardens, stopping for lunch in one of the many cafés in town (not included). Back on the boat, you will make your way to
Varenna that afternoon, where you will have a panoramic tour before moving on to Bergamo, a truly historic
and artistic jewel characterized by its urban structure: the “lower town” (città bassa) is modern and dynamic,
while the famous “upper town” (città alta) houses the city’s medieval history. After a short walking tour in the
city center, departure to Brescia, where you will check in at your new hotel for the night.
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Day 7: Brescia, Sirmione, Riva Del Garda, Verona
Lake Garda, the largest lake in Italy, is the next destination. After breakfast at your hotel, you will have a panoramic tour of the lake’s west coast, taking in the splendid natural scenery: brilliant colors, the Dolomites of
Brenta, and the gentle slopes of the moraine hills. Enjoy the area’s rich vegetation, including lemon trees,
some of the olive oil and wines made locally. Next, you will move on to Sirmione, where you will see the lake

Catullo’s ruins during a boat tour. Back on land, you will have free time for lunch before departing for Riva del
Garda on the north side of the lake, where you will see its venetian-style historic center. Verona will be your

Day 8: Verona, Milan
Fuel up on breakfast at your hotel before setting out to see the famous city of Verona, a work of art in itself. This
fascinating crossroad of historical periods and cultures (both classical and germanic) is a blend of both nordic
you to get in touch with Verona’s varied and fascinating past: traces of its splendid roman origins, its medieval
bination of art and history will fascinate you. Spend some time eating lunch (not included) before departing
for Milan, where your tour will come to an end.

DEPARTURES 2017
April
May
June
July
August
September
October

10 17
18 22
05 19 26
10 24
07 21
11* 25
02* 09 16*

*During trade shows in Milan a supplement applies: € 150,00 per pax
Accommodation in central Milan not guaranteed.

IMPORTANT NOTES
ALL PRICES ARE PER PERSON
CITY TAX NOT INCLUDED: IT SHALL BE PAID DIRECTLY AT THE HOTEL
DRINKS NOT INCLUDED IN MEALS
VISIT ST. MARK’S BASILICA WITH SKIP THE LINE

DBL / TPL € 2.109,00
SGL € 2.742,00
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4 days / 3 nights

ITALIA DEI LAGHI
Departures from Milan

Milan, Orta, Stresa, Como, Bellagio, Varenna, Bergamo,
Brescia, Sirmione, Riva del Garda, Verona, Milan

HOTELS: CRUISE 4* COMO NH BRESCIA* BRESCIA
MONTRESOR PALACE 4* VERONA

Day 1: Milan, Orta, Stresa, Como
Departure at 08.30 am from NH Touring in Milan to the Lake Orta, a small and charming lake situated in the
north-eastern side of the region Piedmont. Stop in the beautiful village of Orta San Giulio for a short visit.
Then, tour by boat to reach the island of San Giulio, just in front of the village: it is known as “ the Pearl of the
Lake”, almost entirely occupied by the Monastery Mater Ecclesiae, famous for studies on antique books.
After a short visit, you will take the ferry back to Orta and then leave by bus to Stresa, on Lake Maggiore, one
of the largest Italian lakes. Wedged between the pre-alps, and of clear glacial origin, it is framed in its lower
section by the soft hills of the region of Novara and - in the upper section - by high mountain peaks with perpetual snows. These features make possible an average temperature during all seasons, milder in winter than in
the inner areas and cooled down in summer by the breezes that blow on the water's surface changing the lake’s
colour. Thanks to its mild climate, many species of flowers and plants typical to the sub-tropical climate could
adapt to the lake areas climate.
Arrival in Stresa, an international tourist resort situated in a central but also panoramic and picturesque position along the lakeside roadway, just in front of the ‘Borromee’ islands. Free time for lunch. In the afternoon,
tour of the “Isola dei Pescatori” (Fishermen’s Island) by boat. The island, was named after the main activity
that, over the centuries, has characterized this fishermen town. Although only few families still maintain the
original activity, the identity of the small community appears intact. Tourists are fascinated by its simple
houses, the narrow lanes, the stone portals and the attractive underpasses. We will continue to the “Isola Bella”
(The Beautiful Island), where you might opt for a visit of the Borromeo Palace with its magnificent gardens.
Return to Stresa (free time for lunch, not included). At the and of the visit departure to Como.
Overnight in the hotel.

Day 2: Como, Bellagio, Varenna, Bergamo, Brescia
Enjoy breakfast at your hotel before setting off on a short visit of Como, a small town with amazing natural
panoramas of mountains, lake Como, and wild alpine valleys. You’ll also see the industrialized Brianzola hill,
downtown Como, and the small houses in the village. The lake itself, sometimes called Lario, has long been
famous for its y-shape, its three branches intersecting at Bellagio, that you will visit via boat. Separating the
lake’s two southern arms with the alps dominating the horizon to the north, Bellagio is home to some of the
most charming landscapes in Italy.
Spend some time strolling this picturesque village with its small streets, luxury hotels, villas, and gardens, stopping for lunch in one of the many cafés in town (not included). Back on the boat, you will make your way to
Varenna that afternoon, where you will have a panoramic tour before moving on to Bergamo, a truly historic
and artistic jewel characterized by its urban structure: the “lower town” (città bassa) is modern and dynamic,
while the famous “upper town” (città alta) houses the city’s medieval history. After a short walking tour in the
city center, departure to Brescia, where you will check in at your new hotel for the night.
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Day 3: Brescia, Sirmione, Riva Del Garda, Verona
Lake Garda, the largest lake in Italy, is the next destination. After breakfast at your hotel, you will have a panoramic tour of the lake’s west coast, taking in the splendid natural scenery: brilliant colors, the Dolomites of
Brenta, and the gentle slopes of the moraine hills. Enjoy the area’s rich vegetation, including lemon trees,
oleanders, magnolias, and bouganville that flourish thanks to the mediterranean climate. So be sure to taste
some of the olive oil and wines made locally.
Next, you will move on to Sirmione, where you will see the lake Garda and its surroundings at their finest.
See the sun shining off of the lake’s blue waters and tree-lined shores, the Sirmione cape, the Castle, and the
Catullo’s ruins during a boat tour. Back on land, you will have free time for lunch before departing for Riva del
Garda on the north side of the lake, where you will see its venetian-style historic center. Verona will be your
final stop of the day, where you will check in to your hotel for the night.

Day 4: Verona, Milan
Fuel up on breakfast at your hotel before setting out to see the famous city of Verona, a work of art in itself. This
fascinating crossroad of historical periods and cultures (both classical and germanic) is a blend of both nordic
and mediterranean influences that is both ancient and modern.
A walk through its narrow streets will allow you to get in touch with Verona’s varied and fascinating past:
traces of its splendid roman origins, its medieval structures, its magnificent renaissance palaces, as well as the
impressive fortifications protecting it. The combination of art and history will fascinate you. Spend some time
eating lunch (not included) before departing for Milan, where your tour will come to an end.

DEPARTURES 2017
April
May
June
July
August
September
October

14 21
05 12 26
09 23 30
14 28
11 25
15 29
06 13 20

IMPORTANT NOTES
ALL PRICES ARE PER PERSON
CITY TAX NOT INCLUDED: IT SHALL BE PAID DIRECTLY AT THE HOTEL
DRINKS NOT INCLUDED IN MEALS

DBL / TPL € 945,00
SGL € 1.057,00
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Tour 7 days / 6 nights

SICILIA BELLA

Departures from Palermo

Palermo, Monreale, Erice, Marsala, Agrigento, Noto,
Siracusa, Taormina, Savoca, Forza d’Agro, Catania

6 meals

HOTELS: MERCURE 4* PALERMO
DELLA VALLE 4* AGRIGENTO
PARC HOTELS ITALIA 4* ZONA TAORMINA
IL PRINCIPE 4* CATANIA

Day 1: Palermo
Arrive in Palermo and make your own way to your hotel.
That night, have dinner in the hotel and rest up for the adventure that lies ahead.

Day 2: Palermo
Enjoy breakfast at the hotel, and then head out on a morning excursion to Monreale, recently included on the
UNESCO World Heritage List, an ancient royal town famous for its almonds, olive oil and citrus fruits, as well as
for its fine Norman architecture. Visit the elaborate Cathedral of Monreale and then enjoy some shopping of
local delicatessen and souvenirs. Back to Palermo and continue with a walking tour of the city.
Wander the streets of the Old Town, hearing tales of Palermo’s 3,000-year history and discovering attractions
like Palermo Cathedral. Walk inside the impressive-looking place of worship and marvel at its arches, cupolas
and mosaics – with an incredible mix of influences coming from several dominations on the island. Enjoy free
time in the late afternoon and return to your hotel for dinner. Overnight.

Day 3: Palermo, Erice, Marsala, Agrigento
Early breakfast and departure to Erice, a medieval village stacked into the side of Monte San Giuliano. Many
say that little has changed in the village since the sixth century, and its labyrinth-like twist of lanes is perfect
for a cool and pleasant morning amble. Continue to Marsala, a pretty coastal town on the westernmost point
of Sicily. Explore at leisure, perhaps shopping for a bottle of local Marsala dessert wine to take home. Return to
your coach and travel south, passing Mazara del Vallo – the closest Sicilian city to Africa – before stopping in
the town of Agrigento, your final destination of the day. Visit Ancient Greek monuments and ruins at the Valley
of Temples (entrance included) - a UNESCO World Heritage site - and learn about archeological relics like the
Classical Temple of Concord the Temple of Hercules; the Temple of Jupiter, one of the largest Doric-style
buildings. Check in to your hotel in the evening. Dinner and overnight.

Day 4: Agrigento, Noto, Siracusa, Taormina (Giardini Naxos)
Breakfast at the hotel and travel to Noto, a picturesque fishing town popular for its stately Baroque architecture. Visit Cathedral of San Nicolò, recently restored after a earthquake, and then have a nice walk in the town’s
center. Continue along the south coast to Syracuse, on Sicily’s southeastern tip.
Visit “Parco Archeologico della Neapolis”, Syracuse’s famous archeological area, home to a vast collection of
Greek and Roman ruins from all over Sicily. Head inside to see impressive landmarks such as the Greek Theater,
the Roman Amphitheater and the Ear of Dionysius – an artificial limestone cave.
After the visit, cross one of the city’s bridges for a visit to the island of Ortygia – the most ancient part of Syracuse - home to a wealth of Baroque churches and medieval palaces. In the late afternoon arrive in Taormina,
check in to your hotel and enjoy dinner.
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Day 5: Taormina (Giardini Naxos)

comprises Etna’s landscape. If weather permits, you have a chance to climb to the summit (1800 m). After,
return to Taormina, the beautiful and romantic town located on Mount Tauro. Return to Taormina in the afternoon and spend the rest of your day at leisure. Dinner and overnight.

Day 6: Taormina (Giardini Naxos), Savoca and Forza D’Agrò, Catania
After breakfast travel to Savoca and Forza D’Agrò, two pretty hillside villages where Francis Ford Coppola
this stop is a fascinating way to visit these unspoiled and typical Sicilian villages with a real insight into the
island and the heart of its people. A stop for a “Granita” at Bar Vitelli is a “must” for any visitor in town.
It is still run by the family who owned it at the time of the movie shooting and you can see a photo-collection
We also leave you some free time to explore more and really soak up in the atmosphere of this hidden,
not-for-tourists Sicilian hilltown. After the visit, departure for Catania. In the afternoon, free time to explore
Catania’s UNESCO-listed historical center with his Baroque palaces and Roman ruins. See Piazza Dante and
the Fountain of the Elephant, carved from volcanic rock. Dinner at the hotel and overnight.

Day 7: Catania

DEPARTURES 2017
May
June
August
September
October

11 25
08 22
24
07 21
05 19

IMPORTANT NOTES
ALL PRICES ARE PER PERSON
CITY TAX NOT INCLUDED: IT SHALL BE PAID DIRECTLY AT THE HOTEL
DRINKS NOT INCLUDED IN MEALS
ENTRANCE TICKETS TO ALL ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES INCLUDED
TYPICAL VILLAGES OFF - THE BEATEN TRACK!

DBL / TPL € 1.028,00
SGL € 1.286,00
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Tour 11 days / 10 nights

LA MAGIA DEL SUD
Departures from Rome

Rome, Naples, Pompeii, Sorrento, Capri, Palermo,
Monreale, Erice, Marsala, Agrigento, Noto, Siracusa,
Taormina, Savoca, Forza D’Agrò, Catania

10 meals

HOTELS: SANTA COSTANZA 3*
ROME GARDEN 3* ROME VILLA MARIA 3* SORRENTO
MERCURE 4* PALERMO DELLA VALLE 4* AGRIGENTO
PARC HOTELS ITALIA 4* TAORMINA IL PRINCIPE 4* CATANIA

Day 1: Rome
Benvenuti a Roma! After you touch down at the airport, make your own way to your hotel.
Check in and enjoy your first night in Italy.

Day 2: Rome, Naples, Pompeii, Sorrento
After breakfast , pick up at your hotel at 7:00 am approximately. Departure by coach heading south crossing
the regions of Lazio and Campania. Arrival in Naples and short panoramic tour seeing sites such as the Mergellina, Castel dell’Ovo, Santa Lucia, then heading to Pompeii.
Lunch before entering in Pompeii and then visit the ruins of the famous Roman city destroyed by the eruption
of Mount Vesuvius in 79 A.D. Leaving Pompeii, you will drive along the Sorrentine Coast, arriving in Sorrento
for dinner (dress code: jacket for men) and an overnight in your new hotel.

Day 3: Sorrento, Capri, Sorrento
After breakfast, get ready for an exciting excursion to the island of Capri: one of the most exclusive summer
destinations of the Mediterranean! Depending on weather and sea conditions, you will admire the dreamy
Blue Grotto on a small rowboat. Afterward, enjoy lunch at a local restaurant and then roam the island at your
own pace. Once back on the mainland, return to the hotel for dinner and your last overnight in Sorrento.

Day 4: Sorrento, Palermo (Overnight On Ferry Boat)
Breakfast at your hotel, then spend a leisurely morning exploring Sorrento. In the afternoon, you will reach the
Port of Naples, where you will board on the Tirrenia/Snav Ferry to Palermo. Let the waves rock you to sleep.
Dinner and breakfast are not included on the Ferry.

Day 5: Palermo
Arrive in Palermo and make your own way to your hotel. That night, have dinner in the hotel and rest up for the
adventure that lies ahead.

Day 6: Palermo
Enjoy breakfast at the hotel, and then head out on a morning excursion to Monreale, recently included on the
UNESCO World Heritage List, an ancient royal town famous for its almonds, olive oil and citrus fruits, as well as
for its fine Norman architecture. Visit the elaborate Cathedral of Monreale and then enjoy some shopping of
local delicatessen and souvenirs. Back to Palermo and continue with a walking tour of the city. Wander the
streets of the Old Town, hearing tales of Palermo’s 3,000-year history and discovering attractions like Palermo
Cathedral. Walk inside the impressive-looking place of worship and marvel at its arches, cupolas and mosaics
with an incredible mix of influences coming from several dominations on the island. Enjoy free time in the late
afternoon and return to your hotel for dinner. Overnight.
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Day 7: Palermo, Erice, Marsala, Agrigento
Early breakfast and departure to Erice, a medieval village stacked into the side of Monte San Giuliano. Many
say that little has changed in the village since the sixth century, and its labyrinth-like twist of lanes is perfect
for a cool and pleasant morning amble.Continue to Marsala, a pretty coastal town on the westernmost point
of Sicily. Explore at leisure, perhaps shopping for a bottle of local Marsala dessert wine to take home. Return to
your coach and travel south, passing Mazara del Vallo – the closest Sicilian city to Africa – before stopping in
the town of Agrigento, your final destination of the day. Visit Ancient Greek monuments and ruins at the Valley
of Temples (entrance included) - a UNESCO World Heritage site - and learn about archeological relics like the
Classical Temple of Concord the Temple of Hercules; the Temple of Jupiter, one of the largest Doric-style
buildings. Check in to your hotel in the evening. Dinner and overnight.

Day 8: Agrigento, Noto, Siracusa, Taormina (Giardini Naxos)
Breakfast at the hotel and travel to Noto, a picturesque fishing town popular for its stately Baroque architecture. Visit Cathedral of San Nicolò, recently restored after a earthquake, and then have a nice walk in the town’s
center. Continue along the south coast to Syracuse, on Sicily’s southeastern tip.
Visit “Parco Archeologico della Neapolis”, Syracuse’s famous archeological area, home to a vast collection of
Greek and Roman ruins from all over Sicily. Head inside to see impressive landmarks such as the Greek Theater,
the Roman Amphitheater and the Ear of Dionysius – an artificial limestone cave. After the visit, cross one of
the city’s bridges for a visit to the island of Ortygia – the most ancient part of Syracuse - home to a wealth of
Baroque churches and medieval palaces.
In the late afternoon arrive in Taormina, check in to your hotel and enjoy dinner.

Day 9: Taormina (Giardini Naxos)
Breakfast at your hotel and then head off to Mount Etna, the largest active volcano in Europe and the highest
mountain in Italy. Learn about volcanic activity and marvel at the old lava fields and black magma rock that
comprises Etna’s landscape. If weather permits, you have a chance to climb to the summit (1800 m).
After, return to Taormina, the beautiful and romantic town located on Mount Tauro. Return to Taormina in the
afternoon and spend the rest of your day at leisure. Dinner and overnight

Day 10: Taormina (Giardini Naxos), Savoca and Forza D’Agrò, Catania
After breakfast travel to Savoca and Forza D’Agrò, two pretty hillside villages where Francis Ford Coppola
filmed some of the immortal scenes of Godfather’s trilogy . A visit for cinema lovers but, even if you aren’t a fan,
this stop is a fascinating way to visit these unspoiled and typical Sicilian villages with a real insight into the
island and the heart of its people. A stop for a “Granita” at Bar Vitelli is a “must” for any visitor in town. It is still
run by the family who owned it at the time of the movie shooting and you can see a photo-collection taken
while Francis Ford Coppola was filming some scenes of The Godfather II.
We also leave you some free time to explore more and really soak up in the atmosphere of this hidden,
not-for-tourists Sicilian hilltown. After the visit, departure for Catania. In the afternoon, free time to explore
Catania’s UNESCO-listed historical center with his Baroque palaces and Roman ruins. See Piazza Dante and
the Fountain of the Elephant, carved from volcanic rock. Dinner at the hotel and overnight.
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Day 11: Catania
Enjoy one final breakfast before the tour comes to an end.

DEPARTURES 2017
May
June
August
September
October

07 21
04 18
20
03 17
01 15

IMPORTANT NOTES
ALL PRICES ARE PER PERSON
CITY TAX NOT INCLUDED: IT SHALL BE PAID DIRECTLY AT THE HOTEL
DRINKS NOT INCLUDED IN MEALS
TOUR OF POMPEII WITH THE SKIP THE LINE
VISIT OF THE BLUE GROTTO IN CAPRI
ENTRANCE TICKETS TO ALL ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES
IN SICILY INCLUDED- VISIT OF ERICE

DBL / TPL € 1.787,00
SGL € 2.365,00
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Tour 12 days / 11 nights

LA MAGIA DEL SUD - INVERNO

16 meals

Departures from Rome

HOTELS: BETTOJA HOTEL 4* ROMA
MICHELANGELO 4* SORRENTO
PALAZZO SITANO 4* PALERMO DELLA VALLE 4* AGRIGENTO
EXCELSIOR GRAND HOTEL 4* CATANIA

Rome, Naples, Pompeii, Sorrento, Palermo, Monreale,
Segesta, Trapani, Agrigento, Piazza Armerina, Ragusa,
Catania, Etna, Taormina, Siracusa, Noto, Palermo

Day: 1 Rome
Benvenuti a Roma! After your arrival at the airport, make your own way to your hotel and then enjoy your first
day in the city at your own leisure. Overnight stay.

Day 2: Rome, Naples, Pompeii, Sorrento
After breakfast , pick up at your hotel at 7:00 am approximately. Departure by coach heading south crossing
the regions of Lazio and Campania. Arrival in Naples and short panoramic tour seeing sites such as the Mergellina, Castel dell’Ovo, Santa Lucia, then heading to Pompeii. Lunch before entering in Pompeii and then visit the
ruins of the famous Roman city destroyed by the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 A.D. Leaving Pompeii, you
will drive along the Sorrentine Coast, arriving in Sorrento for dinner (dress code: jacket for men) and an overnight in your new hotel.

Day 3: Sorrento
Breakfast at the hotel and free time to discover Sorrento or, if you want, you may opt for a visit to the island of
Capri (weather permitting). Dinner at the hotel (dress code: jacket for men) and overnight stay.

Day 4: Sorrento, Palermo (Overnight On Ferry Boat)
Breakfast at your hotel. Time at your leisure going for shopping or tasting some nice Limoncello. In the afternoon, departure heading to the Port of Naples, where you will board on the Tirrenia/Snav regular ferry to Palermo. Overnight in cabin. Dinner and Breakfast available on board (not included).

Day 5: Palermo
Arrival early in the morning in port of Palermo and transfer to your hotel. Meet your group at ther hotel.
Dinner and overnight stay.

Day 6: Palermo, Monreale, Palermo
Buffet Breakfast at your hotel. In the morning, departure to Monreale: enjoy the visit of the Cathedral famous
for its mosaics as well as the Benedictine cloister. After this, the tour continues with a panoramic city tour of
the Sicilian Capital including the Palatine Chapel in the Royal Palace and the Cathedral.
Lunch at hotel. Afternoon at leisure: you may opt for an excursion to Erice, small medieval village in the province of Trapani (to be paid locally. Minimum Pax applies). Dinner. Overnight at your hotel.
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Day 7: Palermo, Segesta, Trapani, Agrigento
Buffet Breakfast at your hotel. Departure to Segesta to visit the Doric Temple surrounded by a splendid landscape. Then the trip continues with a panoramic view of Trapani Saltworks on the way to Selinunte where you
will enjoy a special lunch at a local farmhouse including an olive oil tasting.
After lunch, departure to Agrigento. Visit of the Valley of the Temples to admire the best preserved temples in
the whole Magna Grecia. Dinner. Overnight at hotel.

Day 8: Agrigento, Piazza Armerina, Ragusa (with chocolate tasting), Catania
Buffet breakfast at your hotel and departure to Piazza Armerina, visit the “Villa Romana del Casale” with its
splendid Roman mosaics. After the visit departure to Ragusa with lunch in a traditional restaurant.
In the afternoon, visit of this wonderful baroque city of Ibla and chocolate tasting.
Afternoon departure to Catania. Dinner. Overnight at hotel.

Day 9: Catania, Etna (with lunch at a local farmhouse), Taormina, Catania
Buffet breakfast at hotel and, weather permitting, excursion to Mount Etna, the highest active volcano in
Europe (3345 mt). The bus will bring you up to the “Rifugio Sapienza” at 1800 m. Visit of the extinguished
Craters of Mounts Silvestri. Wonderful variety of fauna and flora and moony landscapes can be seen on the
way. The special ambient created during the centuries under nature, culture and history is inimitable all over
the world. Then, proceed to a farmhouse where you will taste the most special Sicilian dishes.
Then the tour continues to Taormina: the elegant and romantic town overlooking the Mediterranean.
Free time at your own pace, to visit the famous Greek Theatre with a splendid view of the Mount Etna and the
Ionian sea or to do shopping and stroll through the picturesque lanes of the city centre. Back to Catania.
Dinner. Overnight at hotel.

Day 10: Catania, Siracusa (with lunch at a local restaurant), Noto, Catania
Buffet Breakfast at your hotel. Departure to Syracuse and then enjoy a guided tour of this venerable city highlights of the Archaeological Area, the Greek Theater, Latomia del Paradiso and the Cave of Dyonisius’ Ear.
Lunch at a local restaurant. In the afternoon the tour heads to Noto to admire the Cathedral. Return to Catania. Dinner. Overnight at hotel.

Day 11: Catania, Messina, Cefalù (with Lunch at a local restaurant), Palermo
Buffet Breakfast at the hotel and departure to Messina for a panoramic visit of the city including some beautiful views on the Strait that separates Sicily from the mainland. The journey continue to Cefalù. Lunch at a local
restaurant. Cefalù is a splendid fishermen’s village and seaside resort. Visit the huge Norman Cathedral, founded in 1131 by Roger II and the Medieval Lavatory. Time at leisure to stroll through the narrow lanes of the
historic centre full of shops and restaurants. Continue to Palermo. Dinner. Overnight at hotel.

Day 12: Palermo
Breakfast at the hotel. End of our services.
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DEPARTURES 2017
January
February
March

05 12 19 26
02 09 16 23
02 09 16 23

IMPORTANT NOTES
HEADSETS € 12 PER PAX
ENTRANCE FEES € 69,00 INCLUDE:
PALERMO: PALATINE CHAPEL - MONREALE: CLOISTER
SEGESTA: TEMPLE - AGRIGENTO: VALLEY OF THE TEMPLES
PIAZZA ARMERINA: ROMAN VILLA DEL CASALE
SIRACUSA: ARCHAEOLOGICAL AREA

DBL / TPL € 1.758,00
SGL € 2.230,00
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Tour 17 days / 16 nights

GRAN TOUR D’ITALIA
Departures from Rome

Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice,
Montepulciano, Roma, Naples, Pompeii, Capri, Palermo,
Monreale, Erice, Marsala, Agrigento, Noto, Siracusa,
Taormina, Savoca, Forza D’Agrò, Catania

14 meals

HOTELS: RAFFAELLO 4*FLORENCE DELFINO (MESTRE) 4* VENICE
ROME GARDEN 3* ROME VILLA MARIA 3* SORRENTO
MERCURE 4* PALERMO DELLA VALLE 4* AGRIGENTO
PARC HOTELS ITALIA 4* TAORMINA IL PRINCIPE 4* CATANIA

Day 1: Rome, Assisi, Siena, Florence
Departing at 7:15 am from your hotel by a deluxe coach, you will arrive in Assisi, ready to explore, at your own
leisure, this tiny town surrounded by walls, built in the Middle Ages.
Take your time to visit the basilica of St. Francis, where you will see masterpieces by Giotto and Cimabue and,
then, have free time for lunch (not included). Board on the bus to reach Siena, a Unesco World Heritage Site,
world-known for the Palio, the historical horse race around the shell-shaped town square: Piazza del Campo.
Next, you will continue on to Florence, where you will check in at your hotel before enjoying dinner and a
well-earned night of rest.

Day 2: Florence
After breakfast, you will spend the day venturing around beautiful Florence, the “Cradle of Renaissance, where,
with the help of Michelangelo, Italian art reached its pinnacle.
Based on etruscan-roman origins, the city flourished in the Middle Ages as a free “Comune” and was further
refined during the Renaissance. You will be fascinated by the uncountable monuments, churches and buildings as Santa Maria del Fiore, more commonly referred to as the Duomo. On your visit, you will be amazed by its
magnificent dome built by Filippo Brunelleschi. Cross a small piazza to see the “Campanile” tower (partly
designed by Giotto) and the Baptistery, with its bronze doors where Michelangelo imagined the “Gates of Paradise.” In the heart of the city, you will see Piazza della Signoria, Palazzo della Signoria (also known as Palazzo
Vecchio), and the Basilica of Santa Croce.
Lunch in a typical Tuscan restaurant in Piazza Santa Croce. Spend the afternoon strolling the cobblestone
streets of Florence on your own or take a short trip to Pisa (optional), one of the four main historical Marine
Republics of Italy. There, you will tour the Piazza dei Miracoli with the Duomo, Pisa’s symbol “the Leaning
Tower” and the Baptistery. Dinner at leisure, overnight stay in Florence.

Day 3: Florence, Bologna, Padua, Venice
After breakfast in Florence, departure to Bologna. There, you will discover the elegant city centre with its “porticos”, it’s shopping streets and so on. From Piazza Malpighi you will walk to Piazza del Nettuno and Piazza Maggiore (Neptune square and Major square) in the heart of the city, then King Renzo’s Palace; Palazzo Podestà
and the basilica of San Petronio, one of the biggest in the world. Bologna it’s a real gourmet’s heaven…don’t
miss a tasty meal at your own leisure! In the afternoon, continue toward Padova, with Sant’Antonio Basilica:
one of the most visited churches by pilgrims of the catholic world.
Later in the afternoon, arrival in Venice: the City of Love, one of the most romantic cities of the whole world
and, undoubtedly the most beautiful city built by man! Check in at your hotel for dinner and overnight stay.
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Day 4: Venice
After breakfast, enjoy your private water-taxi transfer to Piazza San Marco, with “skip the line” tickets to visit
the splendid St.Mark’s Basilica and, after this, check out the most iconic places of the “Floating City”: the Palazzo dei Dogi, symbol of Venice’s glorious past, the legendary “Bridge of Sighs”. Spend the afternoon roaming
along Venice’s canals at your leisure and then return to the hotel for dinner and overnight.

Day 5: Venice, Montepulciano (Tuscany wine region), Rome
After breakfast, departure from Piazzale Roma heading to Tuscany, world-known for its landscapes, its churches and castles and its delicious wines. You will proceed to Val di Chiana with a stop in Montepulciano, a
medieval town rich in history and art. Known for its “Nobile” wine, on purchase in local wine houses, Montepulciano also hosts an annual jazz and wine festival every July. Spend the afternoon discovering Montepulciano
at your own pace, enjoying free wine tastings in many wine shops and free time for shopping. In the evening,
you will arrive in Rome to check in into your hotel.

Day 6: Rome
Between 7:45 - 8:00 am, after breakfast, departure from the hotel for the included tour of the Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St. Peters’s Basilica with our exclusive “Skip the Line” access!
No stress to reach the area: upon arrival, your guide will lead you into the museums where you’ll visit one of the
most important art collections of the world. Walk along the beautiful Galleries of Tapestries and Geographical
Maps before admiring Raphael’s Rooms and, then, the amazing Sistine Chapel.
After this incredible masterpiece, you will be taken by a privileged door to St. Peters’s Basilica: the biggest
church in the world! The tour ends on St.Peter’s Square: enjoy the rest of the day to explore the city at your own
leisure or get any one of our selected tours for the afternoon or at night! Overnight stay.

Day 7: Rome
Enjoy an energetic breakfast at your hotel before spending the day exploring Rome on your own or by selecting
one of our regular tours in the city or its surroundings. Return to the hotel for your last overnight in Rome

Day 8: Rome, Naples, Pompeii, Sorrento
After breakfast , pick up at your hotel at 7:00 am approximately. Departure by coach heading south crossing
the regions of Lazio and Campania. Arrival in Naples and short panoramic tour seeing sites such as the Mergellina, Castel dell’Ovo, Santa Lucia, then heading to Pompeii. Lunch before entering in Pompeii and then visit the
ruins of the famous Roman city destroyed by the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 A.D.
Leaving Pompeii, you will drive along the Sorrentine Coast, arriving in Sorrento for dinner (dress code: jacket
for men) and an overnight in your new hotel.

Day 9: Sorrento, Capri, Sorrento
After breakfast, get ready for an exciting excursion to the island of Capri: one of the most exclusive summer
destinations of the Mediterranean! Depending on weather and sea conditions, you will admire the dreamy
Blue Grotto on a small rowboat. Afterward, enjoy lunch at a local restaurant and then roam the island at your
own pace. Once back on the mainland, return to your hotel for dinner and your last overnight in Sorrento.
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Day 10: Sorrento, Palermo (Overnight On Ferry Boat)
Breakfast at your hotel, then spend a leisurely morning exploring Sorrento. In the afternoon, you will reach the
Port of Naples, where you will board on the Tirrenia/Snav Ferry to Palermo.
Let the waves rock you to sleep. Dinner and breakfast are not included on the Ferry.

Day 11: Palermo
Arrive in Palermo and make your own way to your hotel. That night, have dinner in the hotel and rest up for the
adventure that lies ahead.

Day 12: Palermo
Enjoy breakfast at the hotel, and then head out on a morning excursion to Monreale, recently included on the
UNESCO World Heritage List, an ancient royal town famous for its almonds, olive oil and citrus fruits, as well as
for its fine Norman architecture. Visit the elaborate Cathedral of Monreale and then enjoy some shopping of
local delicatessen and souvenirs. Back to Palermo and continue with a walking tour of the city.
Wander the streets of the Old Town, hearing tales of Palermo’s 3,000-year history and discovering attractions
like Palermo Cathedral. Walk inside the impressive-looking place of worship and marvel at its arches, cupolas
and mosaics – with an incredible mix of influences coming from several dominations on the island. Enjoy free
time in the late afternoon and return to your hotel for dinner. Overnight.

Day 13: Palermo, Erice, Marsala, Agrigento
Early breakfast and departure to Erice, a medieval village stacked into the side of Monte San Giuliano. Many
say that little has changed in the village since the sixth century, and its labyrinth-like twist of lanes is perfect
for a cool and pleasant morning amble.Continue to Marsala, a pretty coastal town on the westernmost point
of Sicily. Explore at leisure, perhaps shopping for a bottle of local Marsala dessert wine to take home. Return to
your coach and travel south, passing Mazara del Vallo – the closest Sicilian city to Africa – before stopping in
the town of Agrigento, your final destination of the day.
Visit Ancient Greek monuments and ruins at the Valley of Temples (entrance included) - a UNESCO World
Heritage site - and learn about archeological relics like the Classical Temple of Concord the Temple of Hercules;
the Temple of Jupiter, one of the largest Doric-style buildings. Check in to your hotel in the evening.
Dinner and overnight.

Day 14: Agrigento, Noto, Siracusa, Taormina (Giardini Naxos)
Breakfast at the hotel and travel to Noto, a picturesque fishing town popular for its stately Baroque architecture. Visit Cathedral of San Nicolò, recently restored after a earthquake, and then have a nice walk in the town’s
center. Continue along the south coast to Syracuse, on Sicily’s southeastern tip.
Visit “Parco Archeologico della Neapolis”, Syracuse’s famous archeological area, home to a vast collection of
Greek and Roman ruins from all over Sicily. Head inside to see impressive landmarks such as the Greek Theater,
the Roman Amphitheater and the Ear of Dionysius – an artificial limestone cave.
After the visit, cross one of the city’s bridges for a visit to the island of Ortygia – the most ancient part of Syracuse - home to a wealth of Baroque churches and medieval palaces. In the late afternoon arrive in Taormina,
check in to your hotel and enjoy dinner.
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Day 15: Taormina (Giardini Naxos)
Breakfast at your hotel and then head off to Mount Etna, the largest active volcano in Europe and the highest
mountain in Italy. Learn about volcanic activity and marvel at the old lava fields and black magma rock that
comprises Etna’s landscape. If weather permits, you have a chance to climb to the summit (1800 m).
After, return to Taormina, the beautiful and romantic town located on Mount Tauro. Return to Taormina in the
afternoon and spend the rest of your day at leisure. Dinner and overnight.

Day 16: Taormina: (Giardini Naxos), Savoca and Forza D’Agrò, Catania
After breakfast travel to Savoca and Forza D’Agrò, two pretty hillside villages where Francis Ford Coppola
filmed some of the immortal scenes of Godfather’s trilogy . A visit for cinema lovers but, even if you aren’t a fan,
this stop is a fascinating way to visit these unspoiled and typical Sicilian villages with a real insight into the
island and the heart of its people. A stop for a “Granita” at Bar Vitelli is a “must” for any visitor in town. It is still
run by the family who owned it at the time of the movie shooting and you can see a photo-collection taken
while Francis Ford Coppola was filming some scenes of The Godfather II.
We also leave you some free time to explore more and really soak up in the atmosphere of this hidden,
not-for-tourists Sicilian hilltown. After the visit, departure for Catania. In the afternoon, free time to explore
Catania’s UNESCO-listed historical center with his Baroque palaces and Roman ruins. See Piazza Dante and
the Fountain of the Elephant, carved from volcanic rock. Dinner at the hotel and overnight.

DEPARTURES 2017
May
June
August
September
October

01 15 29
12
14 28
11 25
09

IMPORTANT NOTES
ALL PRICES ARE PER PERSON
CITY TAX NOT INCLUDED: IT SHALL BE PAID DIRECTLY AT THE HOTEL
DRINKS NOT INCLUDED IN MEALS
VISIT ST. MARK’S BASILICA WITH SKIP THE LINE
TOUR OF VATICAN MUSEUMS, SISTINE CHAPEL AND ST. PETER’S BASILICA
(OUR EXCLUSIVE “SKIP THE LINE” TOUR!)
TOUR OF POMPEII WITH THE SKIP THE LINE
VISIT OF THE BLUE GROTTO IN CAPRI (WEATHER PERMITTING)
ENTRANCE TICKETS TO ALL ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES IN SICILY INCLUDED
VISIT IN ERICE - TYPICAL VILLAGES OFF - THE BEATEN TRACK!

DBL / TPL € 2.650,00
SGL € 3.424,00
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